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ABSTRACT
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ISSN 1456-5390; 74
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In recent years, mobile terminals such as mobile phones and PDAs have evolved
into functionally powerful devices that can be used to store, process, and com-
municate valuable information. The access to this information should be prop-
erly secured, and hence a great demand for security systems exists. The security
issue emphasised in this thesis is the necessity to ensure that the current user of
the terminal is its legitimate user. The importance of this issue stems from the
fact that a number of mobile terminals are lost or stolen daily: the unauthorised
use of such a terminal by a masquerader impersonating the legitimate user may
involve abuse of sensitive information kept locally on the terminal or accessi-
ble over a network connection. The aim of the reported research is to develop
a conceptual basis for differentiating between the legitimate user of the terminal
and other individuals by analysing the information about user behaviour and
environment, and to address the practical issue of applying it to the problem of
mobile-masquerader detection. The main contribution of this thesis is a three-
part model of mobile-masquerader detection developed and verified empirically
in the thesis. In this model, the problem of mobile-masquerader detection is ap-
proached as a classification problem. The first part of the model identifies behav-
ioural and environmental characteristics and measures that can be used for dif-
ferentiating the user from other individuals. The second part of the model defines
how the values of the identified measures can be classified by a set of one-class
classifiers each analysing a subset of the measures. The third part addresses the
issue of combining the outputs of the classifiers so that accurate final classification
can be achieved; a new combining technique is proposed and validated using nu-
merical experiments. Finally, the feasibility of the proposed mobile-masquerader
detection model is experimentally validated on a real-world dataset describing
the behaviour and environment of smart-phone users.

Keywords: computer security, personal mobile devices, intrusion detection,
masquerader detection, continuous identity verification, classification, one-class
classification
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the research area of the thesis, introduces the main con-
cepts, and outlines the structure of the thesis.

1.1 Information security issues

Mobile devices have become an indivisible part of our life. They give us an op-
portunity to have a vast amount of business and personal information at hand,
access and process it in a fast and convenient way. According to a survey by
Pointsec Mobile Technologies (2005b), smartphones and PDAs are used to store
personal and business names and addresses (86% and 81% of users, respectively),
to receive and view emails (45%), to store corporate information (27%), etc. This
information should be properly secured; therefore, a great demand for security
systems exists. These systems are needed to protect the information from disclo-
sure or manipulation and to help to keep computer systems reliable and usable.

Peculiar characteristics of mobile terminals, such as personal use, small size,
mobility, and limited battery power, affect the security requirements of these ter-
minals. Meanwhile, the main information security principles and concepts, as
well as many of the issues and solution approaches are similar for mobile ter-
minals and traditional computer systems such as networked workstations and
servers. Therefore, in the following subsections, main principles and concepts of
information security are overviewed.

1.1.1 Security goals, services, and mechanisms

The main goal of information security is protection of the information assets
of an organisation so that the business objectives of this organisation could be
achieved. This goal can be decomposed into three components (Stoneburner
2001): i) confidentiality of data and system information, ii) system and data in-
tegrity, and iii) availability of system and data for the intended use only. The
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confidentiality requires that the private or confidential information be disclosed
only to authorised system users. The data integrity implies that the data are not
modified in an unauthorised way, and similarly the system integrity requires that
the functionality of the system be unchanged and free of unauthorised manipu-
lation. The availability ensures that the services provided by the system are not
denied to authorised users. It also ensures that the data or the functionality of the
system are not employed for unauthorised purposes.

Two additional security subgoals are often added to the above list. These are
accountability and assurance (Stoneburner 2001). The accountability allows any
action to be traceable back to the entity (an individual, hardware or software)
evoking it. The assurance corresponds to continuous verification of how the
other security goals are achieved by implemented security measures. It should be
noted that the first three subgoals deal with the properties of information being
secured, while the assurance and accountability requirements are more closely
related to the implementation and management of security measures.

In order to achieve the above security goals, a set of security services should
be provided. For example, in the framework of the OSI Reference model (ISO/IEC
7498-2 1989), authentication, access control, and data confidentiality services may
be employed for achieving the abovementioned confidentiality goal. Other ser-
vices specified are data integrity and non-repudiation services. No special-purpo-
se service is proposed for ensuring the availability; however, the authentication
and access control services may be employed in order to partly satisfy this re-
quirement.

The security services are, in turn, implemented using specific security mech-
anisms. The mapping between security services and mechanisms, as well as the
mapping between OSI levels and security services and mechanisms is discussed
in ISO/IEC 7498-2 (1989). For example, an authentication exchange mechanism
may be employed to implement the authentication service. There are also perva-
sive security mechanisms not specific to any security service. An example of such
a mechanism would be an event detection mechanism, which detects violations
of security and other security related events.

Security policy of the organisation defines the priorities to be assigned to
different security goals. For example, confidentiality is crucial in a military en-
vironment, while availability may be most important for a company providing
web-services. By identifying the assets to be protected, identifying the threats to
these assets and vulnerabilities thereof, and by defining the risks of these threats
and their impacts if materialised, the organisation is able to assign the above pri-
orities. Consequently, they are used to define the security services and mecha-
nisms to be implemented.

1.1.2 Preventive and detective security services

Security services can be divided into four categories: deterrence, prevention, de-
tection, and remedies (Straub and Welke 1998)1. According to Straub and Welke

1 Another categorization divides the security services into avoidance (security policy, secu-
rity awareness, authentication, access control, etc.); assurance (vulnerabilities testing, se-
curity reviews, etc.); detection (intrusion detection, fraud detection, proof of wholeness),
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(1998), such division can be understood in terms of the general deterrence the-
ory (Pearson and Weiner 1985). Deterrent measures are aimed at making sys-
tem users aware of details of the security policy in the organization, as well as
of certainty and severity of sanctions in case intentional security violations oc-
cur (Straub and Welke 1998; Siponen 2000). If the deterrence fails, preventive
measures (such as authentication passwords (Summers and Bosworth 2004)) are
needed to defend against an abuse. Unfortunately, preventive measures can be
compromised or bypassed. The reason for this may be bugs in software, incor-
rect system configuration, or inappropriate security management, among other
things (Sundaram 1996; Krsul 1998; Siponen 2000). Since preventive means can-
not be completely unbreakable, the detective means are required to reveal on-
going or succeeded abuse cases. The detective means can be exemplified by intru-
sion detection systems (Debar et al. 1999; McHugh 2001; Coolen and Luiijf 2002)
and virus scanners (Bontchev 1998). Finally, the security system should remedy
the damage caused by a successful abuse. In addition, the offenders should be
punished to create a deterrence effect.

1.2 Ensuring legitimacy of mobile-terminal users

The generic security principles discussed above are equally applicable in the con-
text of mobile terminals, which may be seen as a special type of computer sys-
tems. An important part of security provision in a mobile environment is ensur-
ing that only the legitimate user is allowed to access the resources provided by
the terminal. It is a crucial issue since the terminals, due to their small size, are
often lost. As the survey by Pointsec Mobile Technologies (2004) reveals, 24% of
respondents have experienced a loss or theft of their PDAs; according to another
survey, 85 619 mobile phones and 21 460 PDAs/Pocket PCs were lost in Chicago
licensed cabs during the six months period (Pointsec Mobile Technologies 2005a).

This section overviews the preventive and detective means that can be em-
ployed in order to ensure user legitimacy. The preventive security is supported
by the authentication service; in turn, the means of intrusion detection implement
the detective security.

The authentication service (more precisely, peer-entity authentication ser-
vice (ISO/IEC 7498-2 1989)) performs identity verification, i.e., it ensures that the
user possesses the claimed identity. In contemporary mobile terminals, the iden-
tity verification is usually based on passwords or personal identification numbers
(PINs). However, as evidenced by survey results, 44% of users do not use PINs,
finding them inconvenient (Clarke et al. 2002). These results are confirmed by
a more recent survey (Clarke and Furnell 2005), reporting 34% of mobile phone
users disabling PIN authentication. Another survey (Pointsec Mobile Technolo-
gies 2003) indicates that one-third of PDA users store corporate and private in-

and recovery (software reinstallation, data recovery) (Stephenson 2000). Here, the means
of deterrence are considered as belonging to the group of avoidance services. Assurance
services (including vulnerabilities testing, security reviews, etc.) are added; they are aimed
at revealing the limitations of current security system implementation.
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formation on their PDAs without password protection, and a quarter of the users
accessing corporate networks with their PDAs disable the password authentica-
tion. Thus, should the legitimate user be substituted, an impostor may easily
abuse the information accessible through the terminal.

In order to overcome the limitations of passwords and PINs, some terminals
implement also biometrics-based verification (e.g., biometric authentication pro-
vided on the DoCoMo’s FOMA “9 Series” phones (NTT DoCoMo 2006)). Besides,
user verification based on authentication tokens has been proposed (Corner and
Noble 2002; Corner and Noble 2003; Kageyama 2006). However, the tokens used
can be lost or stolen along with the device being protected. Biometric authenti-
cation can also be fooled (Matsumoto et al. 2002; Thalheim et al. 2002; Williams
2002; Chandra and Calderon 2005; Weinstein 2006), and its use often requires ad-
ditional hardware. Furthermore, the available biometrics-based identity verifica-
tion implementations produce a considerable rate of false rejection errors (failure
to accept the legitimate user) or false acceptance errors (mistakenly accepting il-
legitimate users) (Phillips et al. 2000; Chandra and Calderon 2005). Thus, the
contemporary identity verification means based on passwords, PINs, tokens, or
biometrics, when used alone, are not sufficient to provide a high level of security.

The above means of identity verification can be categorised as preventive
mechanisms (Straub and Welke 1998). As discussed above, an impostor hav-
ing substituted the user may break or bypass such identity verification. Conse-
quently, such impostor may illegally use the terminal e.g. to access a corporate
database in the name of the legitimate user, or to compromise private data stored
on the terminal. The attack consisting in impersonating the legitimate user in or-
der to obtain an unauthorised access to sensitive data or services authorised for
that user is referred to as the masquerade attack (Anderson 1980). According to the
evaluation of security threats and requirements for 3G mobile networks (3GPP
2002), the use of stolen terminals represents a threat of a major impact, and there-
fore resisting the masquerade attacks in the context of mobile-terminal users is of
prime importance.

Since complete attack prevention has so far been unattainable, there is a
need to timely identify attacks that have succeeded or are in progress, and, if
possible, collect irrefutable evidence of malicious activity for establishing a case
in court. For this, the security means belonging to the detection category (Straub
and Welke 1998) need to be implemented. Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are
systems intended for performing the task of detecting and registering various
types of attacks against computer systems. Their functioning relies on the as-
sumption that attacks can be automatically detected through the analysis of the
system audit logs, network packets, and/or other security traces in the system.
The IDSs analyse these security traces and detect attacks by identifying the devi-
ations from normal behaviour (the IDSs adopting the so-called anomaly detection
approach) or by detecting the occurrences of unacceptable behaviour (the IDSs
following the so-called misuse detection approach) (Kumar 1995; Axelsson 2000).
The preventive security means, such as authentication, are often said to imple-
ment the first line of defence, while the role of the last line of defence is played
by the IDSs (Kumar 1995; Ghosh et al. 1999).
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In recent years, the term of intrusion prevention systems (IPS) has been in-
troduced to refer to the systems which are capable of i) on-line detection of ongo-
ing intrusions, and ii) instant automated interruption of the malicious activities
thus preventing the attack from successful completion (Wickham 2003). Such
IPS should be able to detect attacks extremely quickly and accurately, and they
are supposed to be more proactive as compared with traditional IDS which are
usually reactive, i.e. merely register occurred violations for further post-mortem
analysis. Due to the ability to prevent attacks, the IPS can be classified as pre-
ventive rather than detective security means, even though detection mechanisms
form the core of the IPSs. Unfortunately, the currently available detection tech-
nologies do not provide sufficient detection accuracy, and taking actions based
on such inaccurate alarms may be dangerous (Bezroukov 2005; Skoudis and Poor
2005; Info∼Tech Research Group 2006). For instance, in case of a false alarm,
the IPS may block traffic from a legitimate host, thus effectively implementing a
denial-of-service attack. Therefore, the IPSs for the time being have to be used
mainly in a detection mode, and restrict their blocking features only to the most
accurately detected attack types.

1.3 Detecting masquerade attacks

As mentioned above, intrusion detection can be based on anomaly detection or
misuse detection (Axelsson 2000). In the context of detecting the masquerade
attacks, or masquerader detection, the anomaly and misuse detection approaches
may be realised as:

1. Continuous verification of user activity or identity. In this approach, either the
description of normal user activity or the description of user identity needs
to be established. Deviations from this description are considered as poten-
tial masquerade attacks. Therefore, this approach can be seen as anomaly
detection since deviations from an established norm are looked for.

2. Impostor recognition. This approach is based on detecting predefined pat-
terns associated with impostor activity or identity. Thus, it is aimed at de-
tecting the presence of an impostor, and can be seen as misuse detection.

It may be difficult to implement masquerader detection following the im-
postor recognition approach. The impostor identity is usually unknown before-
hand, and hence cannot be recognised. In turn, determining the patterns of a
masquerader’s activity requires data describing the masquerader’s behaviour to
be available. Due to practically infinite space of possible behaviours of a mas-
querader, the task of collecting the data covering these behaviours is likely to be
intractable (Lane 2000). The first approach, on the other hand, only requires the
description of a normal activity or the description of an identity for the legitimate
user to be provided, and may be easier to implement in practice. Therefore, in
masquerader detection the anomaly detection approach is usually followed:

• If the masquerader detection is based on verifying user activities, the norm
of the legitimate-user behaviour needs to be established, so that deviations
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from this norm can be detected. This norm may cover the normal activities
of a particular user of a terminal (Schonlau et al. 2001), or the normal ac-
tivities of a group of users (Denning 1987). In an extreme case, the normal
behaviour of all possible legitimate users would be covered.

• If the masquerader detection is based on user identity verification (e.g. Klo-
sterman and Ganger (2000)), the description of identity of one user only
needs to be provided.

Thus, identity verification may be involved in implementing both preventive
(authentication) and detective (intrusion detection) security mechanisms. How-
ever, the same identity verification methods need not necessarily be employed
for both preventive and detective purposes. First, if the preventive and detec-
tive mechanisms are considered as distinct lines of defence, using the same iden-
tity verification in both lines is unadvisable, since compromising the mechanism
in this case may result in compromising both lines of defence. Second, while
a detective mechanism should work constantly, providing continuous security,
not all identity verification mechanisms can be used continuously. For example,
password-protection employed continuously would hinder the user from per-
forming his or her main tasks.

Within the research community, great efforts have been devoted to the prob-
lem of detecting masquerade attacks, e.g. (Debar et al. 1992; Anderson et al. 1994;
Lee and Stolfo 2000; Seleznyov 2002; Sequeira and Zaki 2002; Lane and Brod-
ley 2003; Shavlik and Shavlik 2004; Ray and Poolsapassit 2005), and a number
of IDSs capable of detecting masquerade attacks have been developed. These
are, though, aimed at traditional computer systems, and hence do not take into
account the peculiarities of mobile terminals. In recent years, attention has also
been paid to the problem of repelling masqueraders in the context of mobile ter-
minals (Clarke et al. 2003; Mäntyjärvi et al. 2005; Sun et al. 2006). In particu-
lar, the applicability of keystroke dynamics for continuous re-authentication of
mobile handset users was studied by Clarke et al. (2003), the use of gait pat-
terns for identifying mobile terminal users was investigated in the recent work
of Mäntyjärvi et al. (2005), and analyzing the mobility patterns of a mobile hand-
set for detecting masqueraders was aimed at in the research by Sun et al. (2006).
No publicly available research has been found, however, wherein more than one
aspect of user behaviour and/or environment would be employed for the detec-
tion purposes, and the empirical evidence on mobile-masquerader detection is
scarce.

1.4 Outline of thesis

This thesis focuses on the problem of mobile-masquerader detection, and follows
the anomaly detection approach. In this approach, continuous verification of user
identity is employed as a means of automatic differentiation between the legiti-
mate user of the terminal and other individuals. In the thesis, a conceptual ba-
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sis for such differentiation is developed and applied to the problem of detecting
masquerade attacks in the context of mobile terminals.

The problem of distinguishing the legitimate user from other individuals is
formulated as the problem of classifying the individual characteristics of user be-
haviour and environment as belonging to the class of the legitimate user or not.
The classification is performed by a set of one-class classifiers (Tax 2001), whose
classifications are subsequently combined. The thesis considers the characteris-
tics to use in mobile-masqurader detection, the classifiers to analyse them, and
the techniques of combining the outputs of these classifiers.

The research can be described in terms of the information systems research
framework (March and Smith 1995; Hevner et al. 2004) that includes the develop-
ment and building process and the justification and evaluating process. During
the development and building process, the model of mobile-masquerader detec-
tion is constructed, and some components of the model are instantiated. Then,
during the justification and evaluating process, the instantiated components of
the model are experimentally evaluated using synthetic and real-world data.

The structure of the thesis is as follows. In the next chapter, the work related
to the issue of ensuring the legitimacy of the mobile-terminal users is overviewed.
Chapter 3 formulates the problem of mobile-masquerader detection as a classifi-
cation problem. The research objectives and research methods are described in
Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the developed model of masquerader detection is sum-
marised. An overview of the articles included in the thesis is provided in Chap-
ter 6. Finally, the conclusion chapter summarises the contribution and limitations
of the thesis and outlines the directions for further research.



2 RELATED WORK

In order to resist masquerade attacks, the mechanisms of authentication as well
as detective security mechanisms can be employed. The authentication mecha-
nisms verify that the user possesses the claimed identity (ISO/IEC 7498-2 1989),
and they are aimed at the provision of preventive security. Detective security
is provided by the mechanisms of intrusion detection capable of detecting the
attacks against a protected system that have succeeded or are in progress (Sun-
daram 1996; Axelsson 2000). In the domain of telecommunication services, the
detective security also includes fraud detection which is aimed at revealing a dis-
honest or illegal use of services, with the intention to avoid service charges (Holl-
men 2000). Frauds are often committed by masqueraders, and therefore, some
of the masquerade attacks can be detected using fraud detection techniques. In
the following sections, a brief overview of the related work in the domains of
authentication, intrusion detection, and fraud detection is provided.

2.1 Authentication

Peer-entity authentication verifies that the opposite side (e.g. the user) possesses
the claimed identity, i.e. it performs user identity verification. Using the results
of the authentication procedure, the access control mechanism decides whether
the user with this identity is allowed to access the requested resources.

The approaches to identity verification are usually divided into three groups
according to the type of identity proof that a user whose identity claim is verified
should be able to present. It is assumed that for other individuals (not possess-
ing this identity), presenting the required proof is difficult or impossible. These
three types of identity proofs are based on (NIST FIPS 190 1994): i) knowledge,
ii) objects in possession, and iii) user individual physical or behavioural charac-
teristics. They are considered in more detail below.
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2.1.1 Knowledge-based identity verification

Knowledge-based identity verification requires that the user possess specific
knowledge, usually in the form of a password or Personal Identification Num-
ber (PIN). This method is easy to implement and it does not require significant
computational resources. Nevertheless, the use of passwords and PINs is often
criticised as inconvenient and insufficiently secure (Jermyn et al. 1999; Weinshall
and Kirkpatrick 2004). The inconvenience stems from the need to remember pass-
words or PINs. Some individuals have to memorise five to ten passwords that
are needed to access different resources (Summers and Bosworth 2004). Enter-
ing passwords or PINs requires specific actions to be performed by the users.
As a result, knowledge-based identity verification can hardly be employed con-
tinuously, since the user would be constantly disturbed by verification requests.
Furthermore, in order to decrease the probability of a password being compro-
mised, the passwords should be changed periodically; this further increases the
burden of memorising them. Consequently, users often select easy-to-remember
passwords, write them down, or disable the password protection entirely.

A mechanism implementing the knowledge-based verification stores the
copies of the password or PIN in a file, and implements the verification by com-
paring the password against its stored copy. In order to avoid the disclosure of
the passwords in case the intruder manages to access the password file, the orig-
inal passwords are often transformed using a one-way function (hash-function),
and the produced values are stored instead of the original passwords. Still, the
intruder having got the password file might discover the passwords by utilising
automated cracking tools to fit various password candidates to the hash-values
in the file (Pinkas and Sander 2002). The time needed for cracking a password
depends on the length of the password and on the set of symbols employed in
it. Therefore, in order to decrease the probability of revealing the password, the
password should be long enough and contain numerical and special symbols;
however, even such hardened passwords are susceptible to “smart-dictionary”
attacks (Narayanan and Shmatikov 2005). Furthermore, the required minimum
length of passwords should increase as the computational power of the comput-
ers (and cracking tools) grows. As a result, the use of passwords may become
impractical in future.

In order to increase the difficulty of compromising the knowledge used in
identity verification, and at the same time to make it easier to remember, other
forms of knowledge representation have been proposed. For example, in several
works, graphical objects, images, or parts thereof are employed instead of textual
passwords (Jermyn et al. 1999; Wiedenbeck et al. 2005; Kirovski et al. 2006).

2.1.2 Token-based identity verification

Token-based verification assumes that an object is possessed by the user with a
specific identity. Tokens can be exemplified by traditional door keys; they need
to be carried by the user and need to be presented during the identity verifi-
cation. The tokens employed in computer security are usually in a form of a
smart-card capable of storing, processing, and sometimes transmitting identity-
related information (RSA Security Inc. 2004; Kageyama 2006). The advantage of
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the token-based verification is the potential ability to perform verification con-
tinuously and transparently, without any evident user participation (Corner and
Noble 2002; Ensure Technologies 2006). The shortcoming of this approach is the
need for additional hardware (e.g. a smart-card and a card reader), adding to the
costs of the system being protected. Furthermore, in the context of securing a
mobile terminal, the token itself can be lost or stolen along with the protected
terminal (Bardram et al. 2003).

2.1.3 Identity verification based on physical characteristics

This type of verification relies on the physical characteristics of an individual.
Examples of such characteristics are fingerprints, retina, iris and facial character-
istics, and hand and palm geometry. These characteristics are highly unlikely to
be identical for any two individuals. This property makes them especially use-
ful for identity recognition and verification. The identity verification techniques
based on these characteristics are referred to as biometric (Clarke 1994). In ad-
dition to personal physical characteristics, biometric identity verification can be
based on personal behavioural characteristics discussed in the next subsection.

The use of physical characteristics for identity verification has a number of
advantages. They are more convenient for the users than passwords, since no
information need to be memorised and typed. As opposed to the tokens that
are easy to loose, they cannot be easily made unavailable. Identity verification
can sometimes be performed transparently and continuously (Klosterman and
Ganger 2000). However, biometric measurements vary in time for the same per-
son. Consequently, the verification based on such biometric measurements may
result in a poor accuracy (Chandra and Calderon 2005). For example, the false
rejection rate for face recognition is up to 40%, and for fingerprints this error
may reach 44% (Phillips et al. 2000). Furthermore, biometrics are not secret, e.g.,
fingerprints or face characteristics can be relatively easily observed and forged
(Riha and Matyas 2000; Matsumoto et al. 2002; Thalheim et al. 2002; Chandra and
Calderon 2005). Besides, additional hardware is usually required in order to in-
put biometric data. The verification process is often computationally expensive,
especially when the verification is performed continuously.

2.1.4 Identity verification based on behavioural characteristics

Some behavioural characteristics, similarly to physical characteristics, contain
regularities which are peculiar for each individual. Among these characteristics
are voice (Li et al. 2000), typing rhythms (Clarke et al. 2003; Gunetti and Picardi
2005), and gait (Kale et al. 2003; Mäntyjärvi et al. 2005). Their use for identity ver-
ification has the same advantages as the physical characteristics have. Naturally,
verification relying on these characteristics can be performed continuously. More-
over, unlike some of the physical characteristics, the behavioural characteristics
are hard to forge. However, the values of the measures representing these char-
acteristics vary with time, and, furthermore, the degree of variation varies from
one person to another (Verlinde et al. 2000). As a result, the accuracy of verifica-
tion based on behavioural characteristics may be even worse than the accuracy of
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verification based on physical characteristics. Besides, continuous processing of
these characteristics tends to be computationally expensive.

2.1.5 Multi-modal identity verification

To improve the accuracy of biometrics-based authentication, multiple biometric
modalities are often analysed simultaneously. A number of studies have been de-
voted to the problem of user authentication based on multiple biometrics referred
to as multi-modal user authentication. Most of these studies address the problem
of combining visual and acoustic features for identity verification purposes (for
example, Ben-Yacoub et al. (1999), Choudhury et al. (1999), Verlinde et al. (2000),
Cheng et al. (2005), and Sanderson and Paliwal (2004)). Fierrez-Aguilar et al.
(2005) explore the combination of the fingerprint and written signatures. Kore-
man et al. (2006) use the combination of signature, face, and voice as features for
PDA user identity verification. Combinations of face, fingerprint, hand geometry,
and speech-based biometrics were investigated at Michigan State University. The
reported studies deal e.g. with integrating face and fingerprints (Snelick et al.
2005), fingerprints, face, and speech (Jain et al. 1999), face, fingerprint, and hand
geometry (Ross and Jain 2003) within a single authentication approach.

2.1.6 Other types of identity evidences

Clarke (1994) extended the set of biometric characteristics. In addition to physical
and behavioural characteristics, three other types of characteristics were consid-
ered: appearance, social behaviour, and imposed physical characteristics. The
appearance characteristics describing the looks of an individual are exemplified
by height, gender, colour of skin, facial hair, etc. The characteristics of social
behaviour include e.g. habituated body signals, style of speech, and visible hand-
icaps. These appearance and behavioural characteristics may be used to assist
in detecting an impostor; however, they are relatively unreliable and can hardly
be employed as identity proofs (Clarke 1994; Ailisto et al. 2004). The imposed
physical characteristics such as bracelets, anklets, or embedded micro-chips are
similar to the tokens considered above. As opposed to the tokens, the imposed
physical characteristics cannot be easily removed. However, user acceptance of
the identity verification based on such characteristics is questionable.

2.2 Intrusion detection

Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are systems intended for performing the task
of detecting various types of attacks (intrusions) against computer systems that
have succeeded or are in progress, collecting evidence of performed malicious ac-
tivity, and when possible identifying the intrusions and intruders (Kumar 1995).
A computer system may undergo several types of attacks including eavesdrop-
ping and packet sniffing, snooping and downloading, tampering with data, spoof-
ing (masquerading is a form of spoofing), flooding, malicious code, exploiting
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design and implementation flaws, and cracking passwords and keys (Denning
1997, as referred by Schonlau et al. (2001)).

Approaches to intrusion detection are traditionally categorised into anom-
aly and misuse detection approaches (Kumar 1995; Axelsson 2000). Anomaly
detection assumes that a normal system or user behaviour contains regulari-
ties. A profile describing the peculiarities of user or system behaviour is created,
and significant deviations from the established norm are flagged as potential at-
tacks (Denning 1987). The misuse detection approaches complement the anomaly
detection in that they focus on the patterns of attacks instead of regularities in nor-
mal behaviour. In misuse detection, it is assumed that the knowledge about un-
acceptable behaviour resulting in an attack is obtained beforehand, automatically
or with help of security experts, and the occurrences of such unacceptable behav-
iour are directly looked for (Kumar 1995). Due to the reliance on the previously
obtained knowledge these approaches are also called as knowledge-based (Debar
et al. 1999) or signature-based (Axelsson 2000).

These two complementary approaches both have their pros and cons. The
misuse detection approaches are characterised by relatively high detection accu-
racy quantitatively measured by the rates of false acceptance errors, or false negatives
(when an attack remains undetected), and false rejection errors, or false positives
(when a normal activity is mistakenly considered as an attack). The employment
of misuse detection approaches requires a knowledge base of unacceptable be-
haviour to be obtained and encoded beforehand. Often, this encoding is done by
human experts, and therefore is labour-intensive. Some approaches have been
proposed to assist in encoding process (e.g., data-mining intrusion detection (Lee
and Stolfo 2000)); however, complete automation has not yet been achieved. Fur-
thermore, a misuse detection system cannot detect a new type of attack before a
signature for this attack is discovered and encoded.

The advantage of anomaly detection systems is in their ability to detect new
types of attacks. However, anomaly detection assumes no anomalies in legitimate
behaviour and implies that all anomalous behaviour represents intrusions, while
in fact there is an intersection between legitimate and intrusive behaviour. As a
result, the anomaly detection approaches result in a relatively high level of false
positives and/or false negatives. Besides, shortcomings of anomaly detection
approaches are the difficulty in selecting features to monitor and a considerable
computational overhead due to the storage and update of various metrics (Sun-
daram 1996). In order to improve detection accuracy, a so-called specification-
based approach to intrusion detection has been proposed (Sekar et al. 2002). In
this approach, the legitimate user or system behaviour should be specified in ad-
vance. Provided the knowledge about the legitimate behaviour is available, the
use of such specification may reduce the level of false positives. On the other
hand, similarly to misuse detection, creating specification involves human exper-
tise, in other words, is time-consuming and costly.

Intrusion detection systems are also divided, according to the source of data
being analysed, into host-based and network-based systems (Debar et al. 1999).
Host-based IDSs employ system logs and audit trails collected at a host machine,
while the primary data source of the network-based IDSs is intercepted network
packets. The metrics monitored by IDSs include keystrokes, typed commands,
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system calls, processes, statistics of system resources usage (e.g. CPU usage, num-
ber of input-output operations), network packets, etc. Not all of these metrics are
equally useful for detecting masquerade attacks. For example, it may be more
difficult to detect masqueraders by using system calls. The reason is that system
calls reflect the program/system behaviour rather than user behaviour. Conse-
quently, the characteristics of these metrics may remain unchanged irrespective
of whether the user or an impostor interacts with the system, as long as the pro-
grams used are the same.

A number of intrusion detection approaches capable of detecting masquer-
ade attacks have been developed. Some of them, e.g. the approaches based on sta-
tistical analysis (Anderson et al. 1994; Schonlau et al. 2001), neural networks (De-
bar et al. 1992; Ryan et al. 1998), data-mining (Lee and Stolfo 2000), instance-based
learning (Lane and Brodley 1999), and hidden Markov models (Yeung and Ding
2003), are considered below.

2.2.1 Masquerader detection based on statistical approach

Statistical approaches are based on the generic model or intrusion detection (Den-
ning 1987) which is independent of the system being secured or of the type of
attacks being detected. The model introduces the concepts of metrics and their
statistical models that are employed to represent the normal behaviour of sub-
jects with respect to system objects. The model also introduces the concept of an
activity profile serving as a structure that keeps the signature of normal activity
in terms of the above metrics and statistical models. The statistical models de-
fine the normal distribution of the assigned metrics, and anomalies are detected
by matching the current metric values against the model. In this model, activ-
ity rules are employed in order to react to a detected anomaly or to update the
profile.

The statistical approach was followed e.g. in the design of the statistical
component of Next-Generation Intrusion Detection Expert System (NIDES) (An-
derson et al. 1995), in the works of Shavlik and Shavlik (2004) studying the ap-
plicability of the statistical approach for intrusion detection on the Windows plat-
form, and in the research of Schonlau et al. (2001) dealing with the statistical
analysis of user commands.

The statistical component of NIDES builds a user profile accumulating vari-
ous statistics of long-term user behaviour (Javits and Valdes 1993; Anderson et al.
1994; Anderson et al. 1995). Multiple behavioural characteristics including file ac-
cess, CPU and memory usage, etc. are analysed by the component. The distance
between the profile and the statistics of short-term behaviour is calculated, and
significant distance values are flagged as potential intrusions. Ye and Chen (2001)
and Ye et al. (2002) use a similar approach in order to detect anomalies in the se-
curity audit records gathered by the Basic Security Module (BSM) of the Solaris
operation system. Shavlik and Shavlik (2004) apply the statistical anomaly de-
tection approach in the context of Windows 2000 workstations. In their work,
over 200 Windows properties related to network activity, file access, CPU load,
and running programs are continuously monitored. Based on this, approximately
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1500 features are derived, and their statistical properties are analysed and used
for anomaly detection purposes.

Schonlau et al. (2001) approach the masquerader detection problem by sta-
tistically analysing the UNIX commands typed by the users. Among the statistics
that have been tried by the authors are the uniqueness of a command (based on
the observation that half of the commands are issued by a single user only), a
Bayes factor statistics to test the hypothesis that command transition probabil-
ities are consistent with previously established transition matrix, a high-order
Markov chain to estimate the probabilities of commands chains, and other sta-
tistics (DuMouchel and Schonlau 1999; Schonlau and Theus 2000; Schonlau et al.
2001). To each statistics, a threshold value is assigned, and an alarm is triggered
if the current value of the statistics exceeds the threshold.

2.2.2 Masquerader detection based on neural network approaches

Neural networks are networks of interconnected units arranged in one or sev-
eral layers. These units represent processing elements whose parameters (e.g.
weights) can be adjusted using training data. Neural networks can be trained to
implement a complex functional mapping between input and output variables.
The flexibility and adaptability of neural networks has been successfully used e.g.
in the anomaly component of Hyperview intrusion detection system (Debar et al.
1992) and in Neural Network Intrusion Detector, or NNID (Ryan et al. 1998).

The Hyperview intrusion detection system (Debar et al. 1992) consists of
two main components, one of which employs an artificial neural network to de-
tect anomalies in the user or system behaviour. The anomaly component imple-
ments a recurrent neural network where some of the outputs are connected with
the network inputs. It is assumed that user or system behaviour contains multi-
variate time series, and the recurrent neural network is used to model them. The
alarm is raised if the currently observed series of events deviate from the time
series learnt by the network.

The NNID (Ryan et al. 1998) uses a backpropagation neural network to iden-
tify users based on the frequencies of UNIX commands. The distribution of var-
ious commands invoked by the user during a day is used as an input for the
neural network. The network is learnt using the data originating from all the sys-
tem users. It remains unclear, how the detection accuracy of the system depends
on the number of users whose data is involved in the learning process.

Clarke and Furnell (2006) have applied neural networks in a mobile envi-
ronment, in order to continuously re-authenticate users of mobile terminals. The
latencies of keystrokes which were entered by the users on a keypad of a mobile
handset served as a source data for the networks. In the reported experiments
(Clarke and Furnell 2006), the feed-forward multi-layered perceptron networks,
radial basis function networks, and generalised regression neural networks were
used. The obtained results suggest that the use of keystroke analysis for mobile-
masquerader detection is feasible; however, further research is needed in order
to improve the accuracy of detection.
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2.2.3 Masquerader detection based on data mining

Lee and Stolfo (2000) use a data-mining framework to facilitate the creation of in-
trusion detection models. The framework is focused on creating models for mis-
use intrusion detection, but its modified version can be used for creating anom-
aly detection models capable of detecting masqueraders. In the modification, the
user command log is mined for frequent patterns in a form of frequent episodes
(Mannila and Toivonen 1996) and association rules (Agrawal et al. 1993). These
patterns form the normal usage profile of a user. The current login session is also
mined for frequent patterns that are subsequently matched against the profile,
and a similarity score is calculated. An alarm is set if the similarity value is less
than a threshold.

In the approach of Zhang and Lee (2000; 2003), data-mining techniques are
employed for anomaly detection purposes in mobile ad-hoc networks. Specifi-
cally, the RIPPER inductive rule generator (Cohen 1995) and Support Vector Ma-
chines (Joachims 1999) are used to model the correlations between various fea-
tures describing local routing information as well as the location and velocity of
the user. The deviations from this model are considered as anomalies.

2.2.4 Masquerader detection based on instance-based learning

Lane and Brodley (1999; 2003) employ instance-based learning to analyse the
UNIX shell commands typed by users. The authors devised a new similarity
measure to compare the sequence of commands against the command history
representing normal user behaviour. This measure takes into account the num-
ber and the lengths of any identical subsequences found. The calculated similar-
ity score is compared with a threshold, and an alarm is set if this score is less than
the threshold. A similar approach is used in the work of Chen et al. (2004), where
common subsets of commands between pairs of user sessions are determined,
and their length is employed as a similarity measure between these sessions.

Sequeira and Zaki (2002) also used the instance-based learning to classify
user shell commands as normal or anomalous. The authors introduced a similar-
ity measure for comparing command sequences, and elaborated a dynamic clus-
tering algorithm to group together similar command sequences. During classifi-
cation, the similarity between the new command sequence and the closest cluster
is determined, and the similarities of last several sequences are used in order to
decide whether the new sequence is anomalous.

2.2.5 Masquerader detection based on hidden Markov models

Yeung and Ding (2003) use the ability of hidden Markov models (HMMs) to ef-
ficiently model the temporal sequences in order to analyse system calls as well
as the shell commands typed by the users. Using HMM, a model of normal se-
quences of system calls and shell commands is established and subsequently em-
ployed for calculating the likelihoods of current sequences. If this probability is
lower than a certain threshold, the sequence is treated as an anomaly. Also, mix-
tures of HMMs have been found useful in detecting masqueraders on the basis
of UNIX shell commands (Okamoto et al. 2004; Yamanishi et al. 2005).
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Lane and Brodley (2003) also employ the HMMs to model the temporal
characteristics of the shell commands and compare their anomaly detection me-
thod based on HMM against the anomaly detection based on instance-based
learning. As reported by the authors, the detection accuracy of these methods
is statistically indistinguishable, while the computational burden of HMM is sig-
nificantly higher than that of the instance-based learning.

2.2.6 Other approaches to masquerader detection

Maxion and Townsend (2004) use the naı̈ve Bayes classifier to detect masquer-
aders through the analysis of user shell commands. The dataset of UNIX com-
mand lines collected by Schonlau et al. (2001) is employed in order to empiri-
cally evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of this approach. Using the same
dataset for experimentation, Wang and Stolfo (2003) and Kim and Cha (2005) in-
vestigate the applicability of Support Vector Machines (SVM) to detect masquer-
aders through shell commands analysis. The authors compare the performance
of the SVM and the naı̈ve Bayes classifier and conclude that better results can be
achieved with the SVM classifier.

In the anomaly component of the Hybrid Intrusion Detection System based
on Real-time User Recognition (HIDSUR) (Seleznyov 2002), temporal probabilis-
tic networks are employed to establish the profile of normal user behaviour. The
profile takes into account the temporal order of the user actions (processes in-
voked by the user), as well as the temporal length of these actions and intervals
between them. The current sequence of user actions is classified as normal or
anomalous by matching it against the profile; an anomaly is registered if a signif-
icant deviation from the profile is found.

Sun et al. (2006) apply the anomaly detection scheme derived from a Lempel-
Ziv compression algorithm (specifically, LZ78) to detect anomalies in the sequen-
ces of cells traversed by mobile-terminal users, and compare this scheme with the
detector based on a fixed order Markov model. In the former detection scheme, a
mobility trie is built whose nodes represent traversed cells. For each node, its fre-
quency is estimated using the Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA).
Using the constructed trie along with the calculated frequencies, the probability
of a particular sequence of traversed cells is estimated. The work by Sun et al.
(2006) is one of few works which focus on masquerader detection in the con-
text of mobile terminals. However, the proposed schemes have been explored
in a simulation study only, and a further study is due to validate the proposed
schemes using real-world data.

Also dealing with mobile-masquerader detection is the work of Mäntyjärvi
et al. (2005), who attempt to continuously verify the identity of a mobile-handset
user through the analysis of the user gait. For this, the forward-backward and
the vertical acceleration are continuously measured by using a 3-D accelerometer
device. Several approaches to verify user identity are compared in the experi-
ments; these approaches are based on i) correlation coefficients, ii) fast Fourier
transform (FFT) coefficients, iii) histograms, and iv) third and fourth moments of
the acceleration signal distribution. According to the results of the experiments,
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the best verification accuracy is achieved when averaged correlation coefficients
are employed.

2.2.7 Combining evidences

Substantial efforts in intrusion detection research have been devoted to combin-
ing multiple characteristics, techniques, and their outcomes as a means of im-
proving detection performance. Combining multiple characteristics can be ex-
emplified by the statistical component of NIDES (Anderson et al. 1995), which
is capable of monitoring and processing multiple characteristics describing user
behaviour. Some approaches combine several anomaly and/or misuse detection
techniques within one IDS (Porras and Neumann 1997; Valdes and Skinner 2000;
Giacinto et al. 2003). Finally, sizeable amount of work have been dedicated to
combining the outcomes (i.e. alerts) of the IDSs. The proposed combining tech-
niques perform alert aggregation, multistep correlation, multisensor correlation, and
filtering (Haines et al. 2003). Alert aggregation is needed since thousands of
alarms may be produced by IDSs daily (Manganaris et al. 2000; Julisch 2003)
making their investigation by a human analyst unfeasible. Therefore, the set
of alarms should be compressed (aggregated) into a manageable number of re-
ports (Valdes and Skinner 2001; Morin et al. 2002; Porras et al. 2002; Xu and Ning
2004). Alert filtering is justified by the fact that up to 99% of the raised alarms
are false positives, i.e. alerts triggered incorrectly (Julisch 2003). Using automati-
cally or manually created rules, these alerts can be filtered out (Clifton and Gengo
2000; Manganaris et al. 2000; Julisch and Dacier 2002; Pietraszek 2004). Often an
attack involves several steps each of which can be detected separately. The cor-
responding alerts should be collected in a single report describing the incident.
This is done using multistep correlation (Debar and Wespi 2001; Valdes and Skin-
ner 2001; Cuppens and Miege 2002; Ning et al. 2002a; Ning et al. 2002b; Wang
et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2006). Besides, different IDSs may detect different or same
steps of an attack. The alerts produced by these IDSs (also referred to as sen-
sors) should be aggregated; this is done through multisensor correlation (Debar
and Wespi 2001; Goldman et al. 2001; Valdes and Skinner 2001; Ning et al. 2002a;
Han and Cho 2003). In some approaches, several combining techniques are used
together (Valeur et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2006).

2.3 Fraud detection in telecommunications

Many fraud detection approaches in the domain of telecommunications are based
on information extracted from the so-called Toll Tickets, which are collected by
mobile operators for billing purposes (Burge and Shawe-Taylor 1997; Hollmen
2000) and which contain a number of attributes describing the user calling ac-
tivity. The information in them reflects the behaviour of the user (e.g. time and
duration of calls), and is assumed to contain manifestations of fraudulent activ-
ity. Reviews of various fraud detection techniques have been published (Hollmen
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2000; Bolton and Hand 2002; Kou et al. 2004; Phua et al. 2005). In this section, a
brief summary of these techniques is provided.

A number of fraud detection techniques adopt the statistical approach. For
instance, Samfat and Molva (1997) employ the profile of user calling activity sim-
ilar to the profile in (N)IDES (Javits and Valdes 1991; Anderson et al. 1995). The
authors use an analogue of the Hotelling’s T 2 statistics to estimate the distance be-
tween the current vector of measures and the model stored in the profile. Besides,
the user’s location updates are modelled by a probabilistic graph, and deviations
from the model are considered as potential frauds. The approach is validated us-
ing simulation experiments; no reported results based on real-world data were
found by the author.

The approach of Cahill et al. (2002) relies on assigning call suspicion scores
to individual calls. The score calculation procedure takes into account both the
similarity of the current behaviour to the fraudulent activities, and dissimilarity
to the account signature. The account signature is specific for each user (account)
and its core is an estimate of a multivariate probability distribution of a vector of
variables describing different aspects of calling behaviour.

Statistical approach is also followed in (Burge and Shawe-Taylor 1997; Burge
and Shawe-Taylor 2001), where the Hellinger distance is calculated between the
long-term and short-term distributions of various features extracted from Toll
Tickets. A great value of this distance indicates a possible fraudulent activity.

Moreau and Vandewalle (1997) and Moreau et al. (1997) apply neural net-
works approach to differentiate normal and fraudulent calling activities. The au-
thors employed supervised feed-forward networks, which are trained using both
normal data and data describing frauds.

The data mining approach is followed by Fawcett and Provost (1996; 1997).
Their approach is based on automatically learning the rules discriminating be-
tween normal and fraudulent behaviour. The best rules (covering many user
accounts) are selected and used to build profiling monitors. The outputs of these
monitors are then employed as indicators of fraudulent activity, and are com-
bined into a single measure using a linear threshold unit.

Kim et al. (2003) employ, for fraud detection, ensembles of SVMs which are
trained by using a bagging and bootstrapping technique. The outputs of indi-
vidual SVMs are subsequently aggregated using majority voting, Least Squares
Error (LSE) based weighting, and stacked generalisation as aggregation strategy.

Cortes et al. (2001; 2003) build their approach on the observation that fraud-
sters often keep contacting each other. Using transactional data, the authors dy-
namically construct a graph modelling connectivity between subscribers (repre-
sented by nodes in the graph), and identify the so-called “communities of inter-
ests” (COI) as atomic sub-graphs of highly connected nodes in this graph. The
COI, according to the authors, may indicate the groups of fraudsters. Therefore,
these communities can be used e.g. to recognise recurring impersonation com-
mitted by a same fraudster: the calling activity registered for two accounts will
correspond to the same COI and hence to the same individual behind the imper-
sonations.

Several fraud detection techniques have been investigated by Hollmen
(2000). Some of these techniques detect frauds as anomalies in calling behaviour;
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in these techniques, the normal calling activity is modelled using self-organizing
maps (Hollmen et al. 1999), or the adaptive Gaussian mixture model (Taniguchi
et al. 1998). In Hollmen and Tresp (2000), the hidden Markov model with hier-
archical structure of the hidden variable is employed in order to model normal
calling activity at different time scales. Several techniques use supervised learn-
ing to build the models distinguishing between the normal and fraudulent activ-
ity; among them are the techniques based on linear vector quantization (Hollmen
et al. 2000), feed-forward neural network, and Bayesian network (Taniguchi et al.
1998).

2.4 Advantages and limitations of existing approaches

When compared with traditional computer workstations, mobile terminals have
a number of distinctive peculiar characteristics, among which are i) the limited
battery power, ii) rather limited memory and processing capabilities, as well as
restricted network bandwidth, iii) the mobility of the terminals, and iv) the per-
sonal use of the terminals. The security means aimed at resisting masquerade
attacks in the context of mobile terminals should take these peculiarities into ac-
count. In addition to the provision of high security level, these means need to
be user-friendly, and conservative in the consumption of scarce resources of the
terminals (battery, CPU usage, memory, I/O capacity, and network bandwidth
usage). In this section, the authentication, intrusion detection, and fraud detec-
tion approaches are evaluated from the point of view of how well they meet these
requirements.

As described in previous sections, the identity verification approaches in-
clude the knowledge-based, token-based, and biometrics-based approaches. The
advantage of the knowledge based approaches is their almost perfect accuracy.
The false rejection (FR) error rate is usually equal to 0 (provided the user has not
forgotten the password and provided the typing errors are excluded). The false
acceptance (FA) error is close to 0 and depends on the length of the password
and the approach taken to generate it. However, passwords can be relatively eas-
ily compromised by using social engineering methods (Mitnick and Simon 2002;
Dolan 2004) or sometimes using special cracking tools. Even more importantly,
passwords and PINs are often considered as inconvenient by the users, and as a
result of lacking user-friendliness, the password protection is often disabled by
the users. Furthermore, continuous use of the approach requires user participa-
tion and hence is infeasible.

The use of tokens also has the property of good accuracy. Unless the token
is damaged or compromised, or the communication link between the token and
the terminal is broken, both the FA and FR errors can be kept close to 0. Fur-
thermore, user participation can be minimised, especially if the token is able to
transparently communicate with the terminal. A disadvantage of tokens is the
need for additional hardware to be implemented. Furthermore, a token repre-
sents yet another mobile device to be carried by the user. It therefore may be lost
or stolen along with the protected terminal. As such, it is reasonable to employ
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tokens in addition rather than instead of other methods. In the approach of Cor-
ner and Noble (2002), for example, the token was protected with a separate PIN.
An additional protection of the token with passwords or PINs, however, inherits
some of the disadvantages of the knowledge-based identity verification.

As compared with passwords, the biometric characteristics, both physical
and behavioural, are more convenient for the users and hence support the user-
friendliness requirement. As opposed to tokens, biometric characteristics are not
easy to lose and cannot be altered without inflicting a physical injury on the user.
Many of these characteristics can be monitored continuously and transparently,
thus supporting continuous and unobtrusive security. (It should be noted that
some biometric identity verification methods, e.g., fingerprint verification, re-
quire user participation, and hence are difficult to employ continuously). How-
ever, the problem with the biometric methods is their relatively high computa-
tional complexity, especially if the verification is performed continuously. For
example, continuous face verification imposes 65% processor loading on a work-
station with 550 MHz Pentium-III and 128Mb of RAM (Klosterman and Ganger
2000). This is evidently prohibitive in the context of mobile terminals. Besides,
similarly to tokens, the biometric methods usually require additional hardware.
The possibility of physical characteristics being counterfeited (Matsumoto et al.
2002) and the insufficient accuracy of the verification based on behavioural char-
acteristics (Mäntyjärvi et al. 2005; Clarke and Furnell 2006) are two further short-
comings of the current biometric identity verification methods.

The masquerader detection approaches developed by the intrusion detec-
tion community are designed to run continuously and do not require user partic-
ipation. They may therefore be expected to be suitable for detecting masquerade
attacks in the context of mobile terminals, too. However, they are mainly targeted
at networked laptops and workstations as well as servers. The peculiarities of
mobile terminals are not taken into account in these approaches. Specifically, the
limited battery power, memory and processing capabilities, the mobility of the
terminals and their personal use are not taken into account. A noticeable excep-
tion is the work of Sun et al. (2006) who studied the applicability of analyzing the
mobility patterns of a mobile handset for detecting masqueraders; their results,
however, lack empirical evidence. The works by Clarke and Furnell (2006) and
Mäntyjärvi et al. (2005) dealing with continuous user identify verification based
on keystroke dynamics and gait respectively are also tailored to the context of
mobile terminals; however, further work is needed in order to improve the accu-
racy of verification. Some masquerader detection approaches assume a specific
user interface, e.g. UNIX command-line interface (Schonlau et al. 2001; Lane and
Brodley 2003); such approaches are not applicable in mobile terminals where the
user interface is usually different from the user interfaces employed in desktop
PCs. Furthermore, the approaches based on anomaly detection may have a high
level of resource consumption due to the need to monitor and update multiple
behavioural characteristics (Sundaram 1996). Besides, as the characteristics being
monitored vary with time, the detection accuracy (in terms of FR and FA errors)
of anomaly detection approaches may not be sufficient.

The pros and cons of the approaches to fraud detection in telecommunica-
tion are similar to those of intrusion detection approaches. An additional advan-
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tage of the fraud detection techniques is their ability to account for user mobility.
However, the fraud detection approaches are focused on the use of services, and
therefore, are not able to detect masquerade attacks if the services are not used
(e.g., if a masquerader attempts to access personal data stored on the terminal).

In summary, the available approaches to intrusion detection, fraud detec-
tion, and authentication have several limitations when their suitability to resist
masquerade attacks in a mobile context is considered (see also Table 1). The au-

TABLE 1 Advantages and limitations of authentication, intrusion detection, and fraud
detection approaches with respect to the mobile-masquerader detection

Security
means

Advantages Limitations

Knowledge-
based
authentication

Rather high security level
Rather small resource
consumption

Perceived as inconvenient by users
Can be compromised
Continuous use is infeasible

Token-based
authentication

High security level
Little or no user participation
Continuous use is possible

Additional hardware needed
Token can be lost or stolen

Biometrics-
based
authentication

Rather user-friendly
Cannot be easily ‘lost’
Some biometrics allow
continuous monitoring

Often computationally expensive if
used continuously
Often additional hardware is needed
Can be counterfeited (if physical
characteristics are used)
Low accuracy (if behavioural
characteristics are used)

Intrusion
detection

May work continuously
No user involvement needed

Assumed source data (e.g. user
commands) may be unavailable on
mobile terminals
Often resource consumption is
prohibitive
Insufficient detection accuracy or
detection time

Fraud
detection in
telecommuni-
cations

May work continuously
No user involvement needed
Takes into account terminal
mobility

Often resource consumption is
prohibitive
Insufficient detection accuracy or
detection time
Detection only possible if network
services are used

thentication techniques are often difficult to apply continuously, especially on
resource-constrained mobile devices. The intrusion detection techniques are not
tailored to the mobile and personal nature of mobile terminals. In turn, the tech-
niques of fraud detection do not reveal masquerade attacks while the mobile de-
vice is disconnected from the telecommunication network. Additionally, the se-
curity level provided by intrusion detection and fraud detection techniques (in
terms of accuracy and time of detection) is not always good enough. Thus, there
is a need for techniques which are able to detect a user substitution even when the
device is disconnected from the telecommunication networks, which are tailored
to mobile devices, and which are able to provide a high security level.



3 MASQUERADER DETECTION AS A
CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM

The problem of intrusion detection can be formulated as a problem of classifying
the system and/or user behaviour into one of N categories C1, . . . , CN , N ≥ 2, or
classes (Lee and Stolfo 2000; Barbara et al. 2001). In the context of intrusion detec-
tion, one class corresponds to legitimate behaviour, while the other N − 1 classes
correspond to different types of unacceptable behaviour, or to unacceptable be-
haviour in general, if N = 2. It is assumed that the legitimate behaviour and
the attacks are manifested in the values of various system features such as ser-
vice type, service duration, etc. comprising system security traces. Using these
security traces as a training dataset, a classification model, or a classifier, can
be trained to differentiate between legitimate and unacceptable behaviour. This
classifier can then be used to map previously unseen feature values into one of
the above categories. Various data-mining algorithms (Fayyad et al. 1996) based
on the achievements in the domains of statistics, pattern recognition, machine
learning, and databases, can be employed in order to train the classifier.

In a similar manner, the masquerader detection problem is formulated in
this thesis as a classification problem, where the object Z (claimant) is to be clas-
sified as belonging either to the user class (Z ∈ CU ) or to the class of impostors
(Z ∈ CI), but not to both of them, i.e. {Z|Z ∈ CU} ∩ {Z|Z ∈ CI} = ∅. The process
of classification consists of the learning phase and the classification phase (Yom-
Tov 2004). In the learning phase, using the training set DST , a classifier is trained
to differentiate the user from the impostors, i.e. it learns a user model. The train-
ing set is composed of values of nf features (observation vectors) (x1, . . . , xnf

)j from
the feature space X , along with the class labels yj, j = 1, . . . , |DST |. Each feature,
in turn, is based on one or several measurable variables (measures) whose values
can be directly measured in the course of monitoring user behaviour and envi-
ronment. In the classification phase, the learnt model is used to classify unlabeled
observation vectors into the user class or the impostor class.

In the context of mobile-masquerader detection, only the observation vec-
tors belonging to the user class may be available for learning due to privacy con-
cerns, and because it is highly difficult, if at all possible, to obtain observations
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covering the whole space of possible behaviours of impostors (Lane 2000). There-
fore, the classification problem in the given context represents the one-class clas-
sification problem (Tax 2001), where the training process employs observation
vectors of only one class. Having been trained, a one-class classifier will classify
a new observation vector as either belonging to the learnt class or not.

Analysing the observation vectors with a single classifier carries with it sev-
eral difficulties for the following reasons. First, the employed features may have
a different nature, or different representation. Therefore, the values of these fea-
tures may be of different type (categorical or numerical) or may have different
scale (Xu et al. 1992). Second, due to the curse of dimensionality (Bishop 1995),
the complexity of the learning grows exponentially with the number of features
involved. Finally, not all feature values may be available at the time when the
classification is done. Because of these issues, it is reasonable to split the set
of features into several (possibly overlapping) subsets and process these subsets
by individual classifiers forming a classifier ensemble; the individual classifications of
these classifiers should be subsequently combined so that a final classification
would be produced. The structure of such combining approach is presented in
Figure 1 and is described below.

The object Z is represented by the set of nf features {x1, . . . , xnf
} from the

feature space X . The values of these features are used to initialize the observa-
tion vectors of R individual classifiers. Classifier i takes as input the observation
vector xi composed of the values of nfi ≤ nf features: xi ≡ (x

(i)
1 , . . . , x

(i)
nfi), where

x
(i)
k ∈ Xi ⊂ X , k = 1, . . . , nfi. Outputs of individual classifiers form the vector of

individual classifications, or, for short, the classification vector u ≡ (u1, . . . , uR).
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This classification vector is delivered to the combining module which, using it as
input, produces the final classification ufinal.

The training dataset is the set of observation vectors along with the cor-
responding class labels yj = CU : DST = {((x1, . . . , xnf

)j, yj)}. This dataset is
employed in the learning phase in order to estimate, for each classifier i, the set
of parameters Θi constituting the model of this classifier, and in order to estimate
the set of parameters Θ determining the behaviour of the combining module.
For this, the training dataset is divided into two parts: using the first part, each
individual classifier i learns the set of parameters Θi, while the second part is
employed to estimate the parameters Θ of the combining module.

In the classification phase, given an unlabeled observation vector xi, each
classifier i produces the classification ui = ui(xi, Θi) indicating the likelihood of
the observation vector belonging to the user class, i.e. Z ∈ CU . For instance, the
classifier can output its estimation of class-membership probability ui = P (Z ∈
CU |xi, Θi). The individual classifications ui are delivered by the classifiers to the
combining module which, using these classifications as input, produces the final
classification ufinal as a functional mapping γ(u, Θ) : u 7→ {CU , CI}.

In practice, it may happen that not all feature values are available when
the classification is made, and therefore the final classification may be required
before all individual classifiers have delivered their classifications. Taking the
risk of possibly less accurate final classification, the combining module can be
modeled as a functional mapping using only the available outputs of individual
classifiers.

Above, the use of ensembles of one-class classifiers in mobile-masquerader
detection was justified. The following sections outline the methods of one-class
classification, and the methods of combining one-class classifiers.

3.1 One-class classification methods

A variety of methods of one-class classification have been developed. Based on
the employed internal classification model, these classification methods can be
divided into density methods, reconstruction methods, and boundary methods
(Tax 2001).

• Density methods (e.g., the method based on the Parzen density estimator)
learn from the data the probability density of the feature values, and then
make the classification by comparing the estimated probability density of
the current observation vector against a predefined threshold.

• Reconstruction methods (e.g. auto-encoders) assume a specific data gener-
ation model. The structure of the model is also assumed and the model
parameters are estimated from the data. During classification, a reconstruc-
tion error reflecting the mismatch between the observation vector and the
model is evaluated and compared with a threshold.

• In boundary methods (e.g. k-centres), as the name implies, a boundary
around the data is estimated; however, neither the data generation process
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is assumed nor is the density estimated. The distance between the obser-
vation vector to be classified and the boundary is evaluated and used in
classification.

Besides their internal model, one-class classifiers differ in the type of input fea-
tures (categorical or real-valued), in their ability to reflect temporal relations be-
tween features, in their computational and storage requirements, and in other
characteristics.

Various one-class classification methods are considered in Article II, “One-
Class Classifiers: A Review and Analysis of Suitability in the Context of Mobile-Masque-
rader Detection” (Mazhelis 2006), and their applicability to the problem of mobile-
masquerader detection is analysed.

3.2 Methods of combining one-class classifiers

Combining two- or N -class classifiers has been the focus of an extensive research
that has resulted in a number of combining methods proposed (Wolpert 1992; Xu
et al. 1992; Chan and Stolfo 1993; Dasarathy 1994; Kittler et al. 1998; Merz 1999;
Kittler and Alkoot 2000; Alkoot and Kittler 2002). However, for combining one-
class classifiers, a relatively small number of methods are available. These include
fixed combining schemes and more complex, learnable combining schemes.

Fixed combining schemes can be exemplified by different variations of vot-
ing (Xu et al. 1992), as well as by the Product and the Sum rules (Kittler et al.
1998) adapted by Tax and Duin (2001) to the context of one-class classification
and referred to as the product of the estimated probabilities (PP) and the mean of
the estimated probabilities (MP) rules, respectively. These rules are based on the
Bayesian approach and can be derived using the principle of maximum a pos-
teriori probability. In Article III, “Combining One-Class Classifiers for Mobile-User
Substitution Detection” (Mazhelis and Puuronen 2004), the MP rule is argued to
be among the most suitable ones in the context of mobile-masquerader detection,
and a modification of the MP rule is proposed.

Some fixed combining methods follow the statistical approach. For exam-
ple, classifiers’ outputs can be mapped on half-normal distribution, and the sum
of squares of transformed values may be treated as conforming to chi-square dis-
tribution (Anderson et al. 1995).

Learnable combining schemes, as opposed to fixed schemes, can be trained.
During training, the parameters Θ of a combining model are estimated from the
training data. Such approach is followed in works of Mazhelis (2004) and Mazhe-
lis et al. (2004), where a weighted majority voting is proposed for combining
classifiers, and the weights are assigned according to the association rules found
between outputs of individual classifiers.



4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH
METHODS

In this chapter, the research problem and objectives of the research are stated, and
the description of the research methods used is provided.

4.1 Research problem and research objectives

In order to make mobile terminals more secure against masquerade attacks, an ar-
senal of security measures need to be deployed including preventive measures,
detective measures, and response measures, as well as improving user aware-
ness. This research is focused on the detective measures, namely, on the means of
mobile-masquerader detection.

Following the categorisation of intrusion detection methods into anomaly
detection and misuse detection, two complementary approaches to mobile-mas-
querader detection may be followed (Section 1.3):

1. The approach involving continuous verification of user activity or identity.
It verifies whether the user activity or identity fits to the model kept in a pro-
file and alarms if the verification fails. This is therefore similar to anomaly
detection in the sense that deviations from an established norm are looked
for.

2. The second approach is complementary to the first one and involves detect-
ing predefined patterns associated with impostor activity or identity. Thus,
it is aimed at recognising the presence of an impostor, and is similar to the
misuse/abuse detection.

As discussed in Section 1.3, masquerader detection following the impostor
recognition approach is difficult to implement because the impostor identity is
usually unknown beforehand, and because the task of collecting the data cover-
ing practically infinite space of possible behaviours of a masquerader is likely to
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be intractable. Therefore, this research concentrates on the first approach involv-
ing continuous user activity and identity verification.

Behavioural characteristics are employed in the thesis for the differentia-
tion between the legitimate user and other persons. It is necessary to mention
that high-level behavioural characteristics, e.g. taken routes, are employed in the
reported research rather than low-level behavioural biometric characteristics, as
voice or handwriting, used in authentication. Furthermore, in addition to high-
level behavioural characteristics, high-level environmental characteristics, e.g.
contacted persons, are employed. These high-level behavioural and environmen-
tal characteristics are not unique, and therefore they cannot be used alone as an
identity proof. Meanwhile, it may be assumed that these characteristics reflect
human personality; the plausibility of this assumption is supported by the Ban-
dura’s Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura 1989) stating that human personality,
behaviour, and environment are reciprocally determined. Consequently, a com-
bination of high-level characteristics is assumed in this thesis to be peculiar for
an individual, and is seen as a high-level biometric characteristic that can be used
for distinguishing the legitimate user from other persons.

It is assumed in this thesis that only one person is the legitimate user of
the mobile terminal. Therefore, a substitution of this user by another person is
assumed to represent a case of a masquerade attack. Thus, the research problem
dealt with in this thesis can be defined as automatically detecting the cases of mobile-
user substitution by continuous verification of user identity based on the analysis of user
behaviour and environment.

The task of identity verification is formulated in this thesis as the classifica-
tion task where the behaviour and environment of the current user of the terminal
(claimant) is classified as belonging to either the class of legitimate user or not (cf.
Chapter 3). The following objectives are stated:

1. To develop a model of mobile-masquerader detection which includes: i) the
part describing the behavioural and environmental characteristics to be used
for masquerader detection, as well as relevant measures; ii) the part defin-
ing how the values of the above measures can be classified by a set of one-
class classifiers as belonging to the user or not, and iii) the part specifying
how to combine the outputs of the classifiers so that the accuracy of final
classification, and hence, the accuracy of detection would be improved.

2. To develop new technique(s) for combining one-class classifiers to be em-
ployed in mobile-masquerader detection, and to evaluate the resulting clas-
sification accuracies provided by the technique(s).

3. To elaborate the architecture of a system realizing the mobile-masquerader
detection.

4. To demonstrate feasibility of the model by experimenting with a prototype,
and to evaluate the detection accuracy and other performance characteris-
tics provided by the prototype.
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4.2 Research approaches and research methods

The process of scientific research has been a subject of extensive enquiry within
the scientific community; as a result, several research approaches have been iden-
tified, and a number of models of research process have been introduced (Wallace
1969; Jenkins 1985; Nunamaker et al. 1991; Hevner et al. 2004; Järvinen 2004).

Hevner et al. (2004) introduced the information systems (IS) research frame-
work combining the behavioural-science and the design-science paradigms. Con-
ducted in a particular environment formed by people, organisations, and tech-
nologies, the IS research is aimed at addressing specific issues (business needs),
which are relevant in this environment. According to the framework, two com-
plementary phases are needed in such research: the “develop/build” phase and
the “justify/evaluate” phase. The behavioural-science research deals with the
development and justification of the theories explaining or predicting the phe-
nomena of interest, and is generally aimed at finding truth. On the other hand,
the design-science research focuses on the building of artefacts in a form of con-
structs, models, methods, or instantiations, and the evaluation of their ability
to address the perceived business needs. The two research paradigms comple-
ment each other. The design-science research is enabled by the knowledge base
composed of methodological guidelines and research foundations from reference
disciplines, which are accumulated results of behavioural-science research. In
turn, the artefacts produced as a result of the design-science research help theo-
ries to develop, and are often an object for further behavioural-science research.
The results of both the behavioural-science and the design-science IS research are
evaluated with respect to their ability to address the identified business needs,
and the produced scientific contribution extends the knowledge base of founda-
tions and methodologies. (Hevner et al. 2004)

Järvinen (2004) proposed a taxonomy of research approaches and research
methods. In addition to distinguishing between empirical research aimed at
utility (i.e. the design-science research) and research aimed at studying reality,
the proposed taxonomy introduced the conceptual-analytical research approach,
wherein a logical reasoning is employed to build a theory, model, or framework,
either by deductively inferring from theoretical assumptions, or by inductively
generalising from empirical studies. Below, this taxonomy is mainly used.

Different research approaches are aimed at answering different types of
questions, and therefore they require different research methods to address these
questions (Järvinen 2004). For instance, the empirical theory testing research ap-
proach answers the question of whether a particular theory, model or framework
describes accurately a certain part of reality; for answering this question, e.g. con-
trolled experiments can be used.

The research in this thesis concentrates to a considerable extent on answer-
ing the questions of whether an innovation (e.g. a model of mobile-masquerader
detection) can be built, and how well this innovation can address the practical
problem of masquerader detection. The research approach particularly suitable
for addressing this type of question is the design-science approach (Nunamaker
et al. 1991; Hevner et al. 2004; Järvinen 2004), and therefore it is applied in this
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thesis. Meanwhile, since the research problem as formulated in the section above
is sufficiently broad, addressing this research problem requires the use of several
research approaches and methods.

In the research reported in this thesis, three research approaches are used:
conceptual-analytical approach, design-science approach, and empirical approach
(Järvinen 2004). These approaches are employed in three successive phases, and
different research methods are applied in different phases:

• In the first phase following the conceptual-analytical approach, based on
published theories, models, or frameworks, a model of mobile-masquerader
detection is deductively inferred.

• In the second phase, an architecture of the software system implementing
this model is developed, and some parts of this system are instantiated
as a prototype. This phase therefore follows the design-science approach
(artefact-building research) (Hevner et al. 2004; Järvinen 2004).

• In the third phase, performance metrics are defined and used in experi-
ments to assess the validity of the model and to evaluate the performance
of the implementation. The research in this phase contains the elements
of both the empirical approach (theory-testing research) and the design-
science approach (artefact-evaluation research). Here, both the theory-test-
ing research and artefact-evaluation research are studying the same artefact
(the mobile-masquerader detection model), but they are attempting to an-
swer different questions: the theory-testing research is answering the ques-
tion of why the artefact (the model or its instantiation) works, while the
artefact-evaluation research is answering the question of how well the arte-
fact works in real settings (March and Smith 1995).

The results of the design-science and empirical research are consequently used
to refine the theoretical part, i.e. the mobile-masquerader detection model. The
following subsections describe these phases in more detail.

The research phases above can be put in correspondence with the research
strategies identified in information systems research (Nunamaker et al. 1991),
namely theory building, systems development, experimentation, and observa-
tion strategies. The model-building and prototype-instantiation phases above
correspond to the Nunamaker’s theory building strategy and systems develop-
ment strategy respectively, while the empirical research in the third phase corre-
sponds to the experimentation strategy.

The above research approaches and research phases can also be expressed
in terms of the IS research framework (Hevner et al. 2004). As discussed above,
the framework divides the IS research into the phase of development or building,
and the phase of justifying or evaluation. The development and justifying of the-
ories, according to the authors, are dealt with mainly by the behavioural-science
research aiming at truth, while the building and evaluation of artefacts are the
concerns of the design-science research targeting the utility of built artefacts.

The conceptual-analytical research approach in the first phase above can be
seen as an integral part of the building activities in the IS research framework.
The design-science research approach (including the artefact-building research
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in the second phase and the artefact-evaluation research in the third phase) cor-
responds to the building and the evaluation activities in the framework. The
empirical research in the third phase can be seen as belonging to the justification
part of the framework (Järvinen 2004).

4.2.1 Conceptual-analytical research

In the first phase, the conceptual-analytical research is conducted. As a result
of this phase, based on published theories, models, and frameworks from the
domains of machine learning, pattern recognition, statistics, and psychology, a
mobile-masquerader detection model is deductively inferred. This model ad-
dresses the following questions:

• Which measures describing user behaviour and/or environment should
be monitored to distinguish between the legitimate user of a terminal and
other persons? In order to identify potentially useful measures, the Royce
and Powell’s theory of personality and individual differences (Royce and
Powell 1983) and Bandura’s social cognitive theory (Bandura 1986) are used.

• How can the values of the above measures be used to automatically dif-
ferentiate the legitimate user and other persons? In addressing this issue,
the advances in the domains of machine learning, pattern recognition, and
statistics are employed in order to determine potentially useful one-class
classifiers and classifier combining techniques.

4.2.2 Artefact-building research

In the second phase, an architecture of the software system implementing the ela-
borated mobile-masquerader detection model is developed. Furthermore, some
parts of this system are instantiated as a prototype.

Two distinct parts having different purposes can be identified in the instan-
tiation; these are the monitoring part and the processing part. The monitoring
part is responsible for online monitoring of various measures, and for storing
their values in a dedicated database for further processing. The processing part
is an implementation of one-class classifiers and combining techniques. For the
purposes of the reported research, only the processing part has to be instantiated
since the monitoring part has been instantiated and made publicly available by
the Context project (Raento et al. 2005).

4.2.3 Theory-testing and artefact-evaluation research

In the third phase, the mobile-masquerader detection model is validated by ex-
perimenting with the instantiated prototype, and the performance provided by
the prototype is experimentally evaluated. Both numerical experiments end ex-
periments with the real-world data describing the behaviour and environment of
mobile-terminal users are conducted.

In the experiments with the real data, the hypothesised behavioural and
environmental measures are empirically tested. By assigning these measures to
one-class classifiers, the classification accuracies achieved with these measures
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and classifiers are estimated; based on the obtained results, the classifiers and
measures providing low accuracies are excluded from the model.

The numerical experiments, wherein the data are synthesized, are carried
out in order to evaluate the techniques of combining one-class classifiers. The
use of synthetic data allows the experimenter to control the properties of these
data, and therefore helps in determining the general abilities and shortcomings
of the combining techniques. Besides, in order to compare the classification ac-
curacies provided by different combining techniques in the context of mobile-
masquerader detection, the experiments with the real data are conducted.

The experiments with the real data are also employed in order to test the
feasibility of the elaborated model, to get an understanding of the abilities and
shortcomings of the model, and in order to assess the performance characteristics
of the implemented prototype, such as the detection accuracy, the required space
for both user profile storage and for data processing, the CPU load, and the bat-
tery consumption. The design of the experiments with real data, and the details
of the dataset used are provided below.

4.2.4 Design of experiments with real-world data

The experiments with real-world data are aimed at the assessment of the clas-
sification accuracies provided by different one-class classifiers or combinations
thereof and at the comparison of different techniques of combining one-class clas-
sifiers. In this subsection, the design of these experiments is briefly described.
Further details of the experimental design can be found in (Mazhelis and Puuro-
nen 2006b; Mazhelis et al. 2006b; Mazhelis et al. 2006a).

In order to assess the classification accuracies provided by different one-
class classifiers processing distinct measures, or by different ensembles of such
classifiers, the holdout cross-validation (Witten and Frank 2000) is used. The
classifiers and ensembles are tested by classifying the observation vectors from
the classification dataset DSC as belonging to the user class or the impostor class.
For the results to be more generalizable, the classification dataset DSC should
include both the observation vectors originated from the user and the observa-
tion vectors originated from masqueraders; however, due to unavailability of the
masqueraders’ data in the dataset used (described below), the other users’ data
are employed instead.

The data describing the behaviour and environment of each user is gathered
in a separate file. For the purposes of the experiments, the data file of each user i
is split into two parts in the relation 2 : 1. The first part forms the training dataset
DSTi

that is used to train the classifiers for the user i only. The second part is
included into the classification dataset DSC that is used by a set of classifiers in
the classification phase.

The accuracy of classification is assessed by using the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve (Egan 1975), which depicts the probability of detec-
tion PD as a function of the probability of false rejection PFR. Furthermore, as a
quantitative measure of the classification accuracy, the area under the ROC curve
(AUC) (Hanley and McNeil 1982) is employed in the experiments; in general, the
greater area corresponds to the classifier with the better accuracy.
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When comparing different techniques of combining one-class classifiers, the
averaged AUC values obtained with these techniques are compared. In order to
determine whether the AUCs for one scheme are on average greater than for
another, and whether the difference between them is significant, a parametric
test (the t-test for means of two paired samples) and two non-parametric tests
(the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test and the Sign Test) are performed.

4.2.5 Dataset used in experiments

The dataset used in this thesis was collected during two field studies aimed at the
evaluation of a social awareness service (Oulasvirta et al. 2005). The participants
of these studies were respectively four members of the same family (a mother
and three children), and five high-school students running a small company. The
collected dataset2 registers user communication events (calls and text messages),
Bluetooth environment, usage of terminal (active profile, application use, idle and
active time, use of charger), as well as the movements of the terminals in terms of
GSM cell changes.

In the course of the field studies (Oulasvirta et al. 2005), the use of terminals
was continuously monitored, without the need of user interaction, over the pe-
riod of approximately three months. However, as the terminal could be turned
off or the monitoring software disabled, the obtained dataset covers only 55 to
95% of the user activities. Furthermore, the participants were testing a novel ap-
plication on their terminals, and the terminals themselves were novel for most of
the participants; this novelty is likely to affect the behaviour of the participants.

2 The anonymized version of the dataset is available from http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/
context/data/.

http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/context/data/�
http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/context/data/�


5 MODEL OF MOBILE-MASQUERADER DETECTION

The mobile-masquerader detection model elaborated in this research, takes as a
basis the generic intrusion detection model proposed by Denning (1987). In the
Denning’s model, the intrusions are detected by matching the observed user be-
haviour against an activity profile which contains a description of normal behav-
iour of a user (or a set of users). The current observed behaviour is characterised
by statistical metrics, and the norm of user behaviour is represented in the profile
by statistical models.

In a similar vein, in the model elaborated in this research, multiple behav-
ioural and environmental aspects are monitored using measurable metrics (mea-
sures), and current values of these measures are matched against a profile. Sta-
tistical models are used in the profile to describe the norm of user behaviour
and environment, although other models such as neural networks or explana-
tion based learning can be used instead. The Denning’s model is extended in this
thesis with a measure-selection framework, and with methods of combining the
evidence obtained from different behavioural and environmental aspects. The
proposed model is adjusted to the masquerader detection problem, and it takes
into account peculiarities of mobile terminals.

The elaborated model can be conventionally decomposed into three parts:
i) the model of user behaviour and environment that relates the user personality
to a set of measures, ii) the part specifying how to detect anomalies in the values
of these measures by employing one-class classifiers, and iii) the part that, based
on the elaborated techniques of combining one-class classifiers, defines how to
combine the individual classification results to infer the final classification.

The model is grounded on the assumption that the legitimate user can be
differentiated from impostors based on the information about the user behaviour
and environment. This assumption can be formulated as follows:

• Some of the characteristics of mobile-user behaviour and environment con-
tain regularities, which reflect the user personality and which keep their
individual properties under different circumstances.
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• Machine learning and pattern recognition techniques can be applied to au-
tomatically reveal the regularities in the above characteristics that can be
subsequently coded, stored in the user profile, and used for distinguishing
the user from another person.

Figure 2 depicts, in a simplified form, the components involved in the reported
research on mobile-masquerader detection. The three parts of the mobile-mas-
querader detection model are shown by the three leftmost shadowed rectangles.
In addition to the model itself, the architecture of the system implementing the
model is considered in the research and it is shown in the right part of the figure.
This is justified by the need to implement a system prototype, so that the empiri-
cal validation of the model using real data would be possible. The three parts of
the mobile-masquerader detection model and their validation by experimenting
with the prototype are summarised below.
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FIGURE 2 Research on mobile-masquerader detection

Model of user behaviour and environment (Part 1). This part addresses the
issue of how user personality is measured. The personality of a human being is char-
acterised by multiple latent variables studied usually within the psychology do-
main. For masquerader detection purposes, the indicator variables, or measures,
manifesting the corresponding latent personality variables have to be defined.
These measures are deductively inferred using theories from the reference dis-
cipline of psychology. Royce and Powell’s theory of personality and individual
differences (Royce and Powell 1983) is used to determine the latent personality
variables. Assuming the existence of connections between personality, behaviour,
and environment as stated in Bandura’s social cognitive theory (Bandura 1986),
a set of individual characteristics and measures are hypothesised. The produced
descriptive model relating the user’s personality with individual behavioural and
environmental characteristics provides a conceptual basis for distinguishing be-
tween the legitimate user and other individuals; we refer to it as to the model of
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user behaviour and environment, reflecting the so-called object system which in-
cludes the user, his or her personality, and user behaviour and environment. In
Article I, “A framework for behavior-based detection of user substitution in a mobile con-
text” (Mazhelis and Puuronen 2006a), this conceptual basis is elaborated, and it is
applied in order to hypothesize a set of individual characteristics and measures
for mobile-masquerader detection. An earlier version of this paper has been pub-
lished (Mazhelis and Puuronen 2005).

Individual classifiers (Part 2). This part of the model deals with the issue of how
the values of measures are used to differentiate between the user and impostors. Part 2,
together with Part 3, prescribes how mobile-masquerader detection can be imple-
mented relying on the model of user behaviour and environment, and therefore
these two parts are referred to as the technical system. Part 2 is based on theoret-
ical foundations from the domain of pattern recognition and machine learning.
The one-class classification approach (Tax 2001) is employed. The normal val-
ues of measures are modelled by appropriate one-class classifiers. The values of
measures for impostors are assumed to deviate from the values learnt by the clas-
sifiers; consequently, impostor detection is possible. In Article II, “One-class classi-
fiers: A review and analysis of suitability in the context of mobile-masquerader detection”
(Mazhelis 2006), in order to define one-class classifiers appropriate for mobile-
masquerader detection, the literature survey of one-class classification methods
is performed followed by the analysis of their appropriateness for the problem in
hand.

Combining the outputs of classifiers (Part 3). The issue of how the classification
results of the individual classifiers are integrated is addressed by this part. As Part 2,
this part is based on theoretical foundations from the domain of pattern recogni-
tion and machine learning. Through the literature survey of available techniques,
the conceptual basis and formalism for combining one-class classifiers is studied
and analysed, and for one of the rules for combining classifiers (the MP rule),
a modification (the modMP rule) is proposed in Article III, “Combining one-class
classifiers for mobile-user substitution detection” (Mazhelis and Puuronen 2004). Us-
ing numerical experiments, it is shown in the paper that the proposed modifica-
tion allows an improvement in classification accuracy to be achieved.

Empirical validation of the model by experimenting with the prototype. The
elaborated model of mobile-masquerader detection needs to be empirically val-
idated. For this, an architecture of the software system (technical system) im-
plementing this model has been developed and is presented in Article IV, “An
integrated identity verification system for mobile terminals” (Mazhelis et al. 2005).
Furthermore, for the purposes of the experiments, some parts of the architecture
including one-class classifiers and ensembles thereof have been implemented as
a prototype. Finally, using the prototype, the elaborated model has been empiri-
cally tested in a set of experiments with real-world data.

One of the goals pursued in the experiments is the assessment of the ap-
plicability of the behavioural and environmental measures as hypothesised in
Article I (Mazhelis and Puuronen 2006a), along with the corresponding one-class
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classifiers identified in Article II (Mazhelis 2006), to the problem of mobile-masq-
uerader detection. In order to attain this goal, the classification accuracies achie-
ved with one-class classifiers processing some of the hypothesised measures have
been experimentally estimated. The obtained results are reported in Article V,
“Evaluating classifiers for mobile-masquerader detection” (Mazhelis et al. 2006b). The-
se results are further extended in Article VI, “Estimating accuracy of mobile-masq-
uerader detection using worst-case and best-case scenario” (Mazhelis et al. 2006a),
where the classification accuracies are estimated by following the worst- and
the best-case scenario, for different ranges of the false rejection errors. Besides,
other performance characteristics provided by the prototype, such as the required
space for both user profile storage and for data processing, the CPU load, and the
battery consumption are evaluated (Mazhelis et al. 2006a).

Another goal of the experiments is the evaluation of the techniques of com-
bining one-class classifiers. Therefore, in the experiments, several techniques of
combining one-class classifiers (Section 3.2) have been compared on real-world
data. Namely, the modMP rule has been compared with the MP and the PP
rules in terms of the classification accuracy, and the advantages and limitations
of the modMP rule have been investigated. The obtained experimental results
are reported in Article VII, “Comparing classifier combining techniques for mobile-
masquerader detection” (Mazhelis and Puuronen 2006b).



6 SUMMARY OF THE ORIGINAL ARTICLES

In total, seven papers are included in the thesis. This chapter provides the sum-
mary of each. For each paper, the addressed research problem is formulated first,
followed by the description of the obtained results.

6.1 Article I: “A framework for behavior-based detection of user
substitution in a mobile context”

Mazhelis, O. and Puuronen, S. 2006a. A framework for behavior-based detection
of user substitution in a mobile context. Computers & Security (in press, corrected
proof, available online 6 October 2006).

Research problem

This paper elaborates the conceptual basis for mobile-masquerader detection. In
the paper, the main focus is on addressing the question of what kind of infor-
mation about user behaviour and environment can be employed for detecting
the cases of masquerading. Thus, the paper concentrates on Part 1 of the mas-
querader detection model. We consider masquerader detection as a user identity
verification problem, and attempt to link behavioural and environmental charac-
teristics to the personality of an individual.

The main assumption of the paper is that cognitive processes are peculiar for
each individual. Hence, the factors of personality could be used to differentiate
between individuals. However, these factors are latent and cannot be observed
directly. Assuming the existence of connections between personality which is
latent and the behaviour and environment which are overt (Bandura 1989), the
paper aims at identifying the characteristics of user behaviour and environment,
which may manifest the above personality factors. It is hypothesized that the
set of measures quantitatively describing these characteristics can be used to dif-
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ferentiate the user and other individuals. A short earlier version of this paper
appeared in Mazhelis and Puuronen (2005).

Results

The paper introduces a general framework of user substitution detection that
serves as a conceptual basis for the mobile-masquerader detection model. The
focus of the paper is the description of the object system including the user per-
sonality, behaviour, and environment. A list of behavioural and environmental
aspects that are assumed to reflect the user personality is created and included
in the paper. Furthermore, for each of the above aspects, individual character-
istics to be used in substitution detection are hypothesized, along with related
measures.

Related to the paper is the model of intrusion detection introduced by Den-
ning (1987). This paper extends the Denning’s model with the conceptual-theore-
tical basis for selecting the characteristics to be employed in detection process.
Besides, the characteristics identified in the paper are tailored to the problem in
hand. Specifically, they are aimed at detecting masquerading rather than detect-
ing all possible types of attack, and they take into account the peculiarity of the
behaviour and environment of mobile-terminal users. The limitation of the paper
is the lack of empirical evidence that would support or refute the suitability of the
hypothesized characteristics and measures.

6.2 Article II: “One-class classifiers: A review and analysis of
suitability in the context of mobile-masquerader detection”

Mazhelis, O. 2006. One-class classifiers: A review and analysis of suitability in
the context of mobile-masquerader detection. South African Computer Journal.
ARIMA & SACJ Joint special issue on advances in end-user data-mining techniques 36,
29–48.

Research problem

Based on a literature survey, this paper reviews available one-class classification
techniques, and considers their applicability to the problem of masquerader de-
tection in a mobile environment. The design of one-class classifiers to be em-
ployed for mobile-masquerader detection is briefly addressed as well. The paper,
thus, covers Part 2 of the mobile-masquerader detection model.

The one-class classification techniques are divided into several categories,
according to the internal model of the classifier, the ability to classify categorical
data, and the ability to take into account temporal regularities present in data.
This categorisation is aimed at making the analysis more systematic, and there-
fore at facilitating the choice of a one-class classifier for a given classification task.
Within each category, the classifiers were evaluated along several criteria, such
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as robustness, computational and storage requirements, and the number of para-
meters being estimated.

Results

The advantages and shortcomings of various one-class classification methods
were summarised in the paper, in order to determine the applicability of the
classification methods to the mobile-masquerader detection problem. In mobile-
masquerader detection, one-class classifiers should not be computationally de-
manding or require a large storage space, and be robust to the noise in train-
ing data. The one-class classifiers that meet these requirements are determined
in the paper, and the design of one-class classifiers to be employed for mobile-
masquerader detection is briefly described.

6.3 Article III: “Combining one-class classifiers for mobile-user
substitution detection”

Mazhelis, O. and Puuronen, S. 2004. Combining one-class classifiers for mobile-
user substitution detection. In I. Seruca, J. Filipe, S. Hammoudi, and J. Cordeiro
(Eds.), Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Enterprise Information Sys-
tems (ICEIS 2004), Volume 4. Portugal: INSTICC Press, 130–137.

Research problem

This paper focuses on the problem of combining the outputs of one-class clas-
sifiers (Part 3 of the masquerader detection model). The paper proposes a new
modification for the mean of the estimated probabilities (MP) combining rule (Tax
and Duin 2001). The MP rule is robust to estimation errors of classifiers and hence
is expected to be useful in analysing user behaviour, which is prone to changes
over time. In the proposed modification, in order to improve the classification
accuracy, the outputs of individual classifiers are made independent of the di-
mensionality of the features being analysed.

Results

In numerical experiments, three hypothetical one-class classifiers were combined.
Using ROC-curve analysis, the proposed modification was compared against the
base MP rule as defined by Tax and Duin (2001). The proposed modified MP
rule outperformed the base rule, and the difference between them was especially
remarkable for low values of FR errors.

Contrary to the base MP rule, the modified rule allows the information
about the probabilities P (ui|CI), when available, to be taken into account in order
to further improve the final classification accuracy. A drawback of both the base
and the modified MP combining rule is the ignorance of possible correlations be-
tween outputs of individual classifiers. Another limitation of the paper is the lack
of experiments with real-world data.
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6.4 Article IV: “An integrated identity verification system for
mobile terminals”

Mazhelis, O., Markkula, J., and Veijalainen, J. 2005. An integrated identity ver-
ification system for mobile terminals. Information Management & Computer Secu-
rity 13(5), 367–378.

Research problem

This paper focuses on the components of a technical system needed for imple-
menting masquerader detection. The problem addressed in the paper can be for-
mulated as the question of what architectural components are needed for mobile-
masquerader detection to be implemented, and what is an appropriate placement
of these components in a distributed environment.

The problem of masquerader detection is seen in the paper as a user iden-
tity verification problem; consequently, the system implementing masquerader
detection is considered as an identity verification system. The requirements to an
identity verification system are defined, and the selection of architecture compo-
nents is based on the results of the analysis. Furthermore, various issues affecting
the suitability of component distribution between a terminal and a remote server
are considered.

The definition of the requirements and architecture components was first
reported in an earlier version of this paper that was published in Mazhelis and
Markkula (2004). It was extended in Mazhelis et al. (2004) by addressing the issue
of architecture component distribution. The current paper represents a revised
version of Mazhelis et al. (2004).

Results

An abstract architecture of an integrated identity verification system (IIVS) is in-
troduced in the paper. This architecture integrates the identity verification based
on behavioural and environmental characteristics with the identity verification
based on other knowledge, token, or biometrics based methods. This integration
is aimed at approaching continuous, accurate, and user-friendly verification of
user identity. The verification based on behavioural and environmental charac-
teristics is performed by a so-called dynamic identity verifier, which is aimed at
the provision of continuous and user-friendly verification. Due to the instability
of the user behaviour, dynamic identity verification may result in a considerable
level of FR errors. In order to compensate for these errors, the verification fail-
ures of the dynamic identity verifier may be confirmed using other, more accurate
identity verification methods implemented by a so-called static identity verifier.
The components constituting the dynamic and static identity verifier, as well as
other required architecture components are specified in the paper.

The components of the architecture may be distributed between a terminal
and a server. A number of issues affecting the suitability of a particular distrib-
ution are analysed in the paper. These include security and privacy aspects, the
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consumption of terminal, server, and network resources, and the availability of
identity verification. For each part of the architecture, a placement of the compo-
nents, which is likely to be suitable, is proposed.

6.5 Article V: “Evaluating classifiers for mobile-masquerader
detection”

Mazhelis, O., Puuronen, S., and Raento, M. 2006b. Evaluating classifiers for
mobile-masquerader detection. In S. Fischer-Hübner, K. Rannenberg, L. Yn-
gström, and S. Lindskog (Eds.), Security and Privacy in Dynamic Environments,
IFIP International Federation for Information Processing, Volume 201. Boston:
Springer, 271–283. Proceedings of the IFIP TC-11 21st International Information
Security Conference (SEC 2006).

Research problem

Based on the publications above and the real-world data collected by the Con-
text project3 for the research purposes of that project, this paper focuses on the
empirical validation of the elaborated mobile-masquerader detection model. The
paper is aimed at verifying which of the measures (hypothesized in Article I)
are suitable for distinguishing between a mobile-terminal user and masqueraders
within the collected dataset. To attain this goal, a set of experiments is conducted,
wherein to each of the measures available in the dataset an individual one-class
classifier is assigned. In the experiments, i) the classification accuracies achieved
by individual classifiers are evaluated, and ii) the individual classifiers which,
if used in an ensemble, would improve the final classification accuracy (as com-
pared against single classifiers), are identified. In the ensembles, the modified
MP rule (Mazhelis and Puuronen 2004) is used to combine classifiers.

The real-world data used in the experiments reflect the behaviour of two
groups of mobile-terminal users (of four and five persons respectively). Due to
the absence of data originating from masqueraders, the data of other users be-
longing to the same group are employed as the impostor’s data. In order to eval-
uate classification accuracies, hold-out cross validation is applied. The area under
receiver operating curve (AUC) is used in the experiments as a quantitative mea-
sure reflecting the classification accuracies of classifiers and ensembles.

Results

In total, the classification accuracies of nine individual classifiers processing dif-
ferent measures have been experimentally estimated. Based on the results, two
of the classifiers along with related measures have been excluded as inaccurate.

In order to determine which of the classifiers are reasonable to use in com-
bination, a number of classifier ensembles have been explored. The accuracies of
different classifier combinations have been estimated, and the combinations with
3 http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/context/

http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/context/�
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superior classification accuracies have been identified. According to the obtained
results, better classification accuracy is achieved when the individual classifiers
with both high classification accuracy and a small number of non-classifications
are used to form the ensemble.

Due to the use of real-world data in the experiments, the obtained results
are likely to be generalisable. Meanwhile, the obtained values of accuracies may
be underestimated (may represent pessimistic estimates), since the classifiers are
distinguishing the users of the same groups, wherein the users are likely to share
some of the behavioural or environmental characteristics. Besides, the generalis-
ability may be negatively affected if the data used does not accurately represent
the behaviour and environment of mobile-terminal users in general; furthermore,
the internal validity of the results may be negatively affected if the behaviour and
environment of masqueraders are not accurately approximated by the behaviour
and environment of other users.

6.6 Article VI: “Estimating accuracy of mobile-masquerader de-
tection using worst-case and best-case scenario”

Mazhelis, O., Puuronen, S., and Raento, M. 2006a. Estimating accuracy of mobile-
masquerader detection using worst-case and best-case scenario. In P. Ning, S. Qing, and
N. Li (Eds.), Proceedings of ICICS’06 Eighth International Conference on Information
and Communications Security, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Volume 4307.
Springer-Verlag, 302–321 (in press).

Research problem

The research reported in this paper extends the results presented in Article V. By
utilising the collected dataset and assuming that the values of classification ac-
curacy in the previous Article represent pessimistic estimations, the paper seeks
answers to the questions of: i) how accurately the classifiers can distinguish the
users of different groups, wherein the users are unlikely to share behavioural and
environmental characteristics, and ii) how the final classification accuracy of clas-
sifier ensembles depends on the range of false rejection rates being considered.
As in the previous publication, the modified MP rule (Mazhelis and Puuronen
2004) is employed to combine classifiers in the ensembles.

Similarly to the experiments reported in the previous Article, hold-out cross-
validation is used. To estimate the optimistic accuracies, the classifiers attempt to
distinguish the users belonging to different user groups. Partial AUCs are used
to compare the accuracies of different ensembles for specific ranges of FR rates.

Results

The classification accuracies which are obtained when the classifiers are distin-
guishing the users of different user groups are remarkably higher than the pes-
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simistic accuracy estimation produced when users of the same groups are distin-
guished. The former can therefore be seen as optimistic accuracy estimates.

The experimental results suggest that different ensembles of classifiers are
preferable at different levels of false rejection errors. For small values of FR errors
(0.2 and less), a two-classifier ensemble provides the best accuracy; for small and
medium FR error values (0.4 and less), the best accuracy is achieved with a three-
classifier ensemble; and for all the range of possible FR error values, the best
results are produced with a five-classifier ensemble.

The paper also discusses the consumption of the terminal’s resources due
to the masquerader detection. Based on the analysis of the imposed CPU usage,
battery consumption, memory use, and the use of local I/O capacity and network
bandwidth, it is concluded that it is feasible to deploy the proposed means of
masquerader detection on contemporary smart-phones.

The limitations of this paper include, similarly to the previous publication,
potential unrepresentativeness of the employed data which may negatively affect
the results’ generalisability, and potential negative effect of approximating the
behaviour and environment of masqueraders by the behaviour and environment
of other users which may threaten the internal validity of the results.

6.7 Article VII: “Comparing classifier combining techniques for
mobile-masquerader detection”

Mazhelis, O. and Puuronen, S. 2006b. Comparing classifier combining techniques for
mobile-masquerader detection. Submitted for publication.

Research problem

This paper continues the empirical validation and analysis of the masquerader
detection model in Articles V and VI and employs the same real-world dataset.
The paper is aimed at identifying the technique of combining one-class classi-
fiers which provides the best classification accuracy in the context of mobile-
masquerader detection. For this, the classification accuracies achieved with dif-
ferent combining rules for the same classifier ensembles are experimentally com-
pared, and then the best rule is determined.

Similarly to the experiments in Articles V and VI, the hold-out cross valida-
tion is used. The data of the users belonging to the same group are employed as
the impostor’s data. As a quantitative measure reflecting the classification accu-
racies of classifiers as well as ensembles, the total and partial AUCs are used.

Results

Three classifier combining rules have been compared in the experiments: i) the
mean of the estimated probabilities (MP) rule (Tax 2001), ii) the modified MP
rule (Mazhelis and Puuronen 2004), and iii) the product of the estimated proba-
bilities (PP) rule (Tax 2001). According to the results of comparing the total and
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partial AUCs, the classification accuracy achieved with the modMP rule is ei-
ther better than or approximately equal to the accuracies achieved with the other
rules. Based on these results, the conclusion is made that, among the combin-
ing rules being compared, the modified MP rule is reasonable to use in mobile-
masquerader detection.

In general, the obtained results support the hypothesis in Article III suggest-
ing the superiority of the modMP rule. Meanwhile, the experimental results in-
dicate that the accuracy of the modMP rule depends on the accuracy with which
the means of the classifier outputs are estimated. When the estimation is accu-
rate, the modMP rule provides significantly higher classification accuracy than
the other rules; on the other hand, should the estimation be inaccurate, the accu-
racy of modMP rule may yield to the accuracy of the other rules.

In addition to the three combining rules being evaluated in the paper, some
other methods of combining one-class classifiers may be applicable in the context
of mobile-masquerader detection; however, the experimentation with such com-
bining methods is left for further research. The limitations listed above for the
Article V (Section 6.5) are also relevant for this paper.

6.8 About joint publications

The introductory part of the thesis as well as Article II (Mazhelis 2006) were writ-
ten solely by the author.

The author was the principal author of Article III (Mazhelis and Puuronen
2004). Articlce I (Mazhelis and Puuronen 2006a) and Articles IV–VII (Mazhelis
et al. 2005; Mazhelis et al. 2006b; Mazhelis et al. 2006a; Mazhelis and Puuronen
2006b) were written in a close collaboration with other co-authors. The co-authors
made contributions to the content and the organisation of the joint papers.

The numerical experiments reported in Article III, as well as the experi-
ments with real-world data in Articles V, VI, and VII were carried out by the
author, who also was responsible for the implementation of the software compo-
nents needed for these experiments.



7 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, the contributions of the thesis are summarised, the limitations of
the reported research are discussed, and some directions for further research are
outlined.

7.1 Contribution of the thesis

Below, the contributions of this thesis are considered in alignment with the four
research objectives stated in Section 4.1 on page 39.

The main contribution of the thesis is the elaborated model for mobile-
masquerader detection. This model extends the intrusion detection model pro-
posed by Denning (1987) in several ways. Firstly, it includes the conceptual basis
for selecting the characteristics to be employed in masquerader detection by re-
lating the behavioural and environmental characteristics of an individual to his
or her cognitive personality, and suggests a list of behavioural and environmen-
tal characteristics potentially useful for masquerader detection, along with re-
lated measures. Secondly, the model describes the one-class classifiers needed to
process these measures. Finally, the way of combining the outputs of individual
one-class classifiers is specified.

A new rule for combining one-class classifiers based on a variation of the
mean of estimated probabilities rule has been introduced; this new rule consti-
tutes the second contribution of the thesis. Included as an integral part of the
mobile-masquerader detection model, the rule is aimed at improving the detec-
tion accuracy. In numerical experiments and in the experiments with real-world
data, the proposed rule was found suitable for combining classifiers in the context
of mobile-masquerader detection.

Third, a minor contribution of the thesis is the elaborated architecture of
integrated identity verification system where the masquerader detection is inte-
grated with static identity verification in order to achieve accurate, continuous,
and unobtrusive verification of user identity.
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Fourth, the elaborated masquerader detection model was empirically vali-
dated by using real-world data collected through the monitoring of real mobile-
terminal users. For validation purposes, a prototype based on the elaborated
model was implemented. Through the experimentation with the prototype, its
performance characteristics, i.e. the detection accuracy and the computational
overhead, were assessed. As a result, the conclusion was made that the model
can be used to automatically detect user substitution, and that the model is feasi-
ble to deploy on contemporary mobile terminals.

7.2 Limitations and further research

The results of numerical experiments as well as the experiments with real-world
data indicate that the elaborated masquerader detection model can be used to
automatically differentiate the legitimate user of a terminal from other individ-
uals. Furthermore, results of the experimentation with the implemented proto-
type suggest that deploying the proposed masquerader detection approach on
contemporary mobile terminals is feasible. Meanwhile, these results should be
treated as a “proof of concept” only, and extensive further work is needed be-
fore the proposed approach can be put in real use. Below, the limitations of this
research and some directions for further work are summarized.

Several limitations can be identified in the research reported in this the-
sis. First, while a number of characteristics and measures have been proposed
in Article I (Mazhelis and Puuronen 2006a), only some of them were empirically
tested on the real-world dataset. Experimentation with a more extensive dataset
is therefore needed in order to test the suitability of other characteristics and mea-
sures.

Second, not only the number of empirically tested measures was limited,
the number of one-class classifiers applied to analyse these measures was limited
as well. With the aim of improving the classification accuracy, the applicability of
other classifiers needs to be empirically tested in further research. Alternatively,
the design of the same classifiers can be enhanced in the course of further work.

Third, in addition to the proposed combining schemes, other schemes may
be applied for combining one-class classifiers. These schemes need to be com-
pared using real data, in order to determine the advantages and shortcomings
thereof in the context of mobile-masquerader detection. For example, in Mazhe-
lis et al. (2004) a combining technique has been introduced which provides a
superior accuracy as compared with majority voting scheme by taking into ac-
count dependencies between classifiers; in further study, this technique needs to
be experimentally compared against other combining techniques.

Fourth, the real-world data utilised in the experiments reflects the behav-
iour of a rather limited number of users. Furthermore, these users might not
accurately represent the general population of mobile-terminal users. Therefore,
the generalisability of the results may be limited, and further experiments on an
independent dataset representing a larger population of mobile-terminal users
may be needed in order to validate the achieved results. Besides, it was assumed
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in the experiments that the behaviour and environment of masqueraders can
be approximated by the behaviour and environment of other legitimate users.
Whether this assumption holds needs to be verified in further research.

Besides, the normal user behaviour as well as user environment undergoes
gradual changes over time. These changes, referred to as concept drift, need to
be taken into account by the mobile-masquerader detection model. Therefore, the
issue of concept drift should also be addressed in further research.

Further research is also needed in order to address the issues related to the
practical applicability of the proposed mobile-masquerader detection model in
real settings. The issues to be addressed include privacy issues, user acceptance,
and implementation issues, among other things. From the viewpoint of protect-
ing the user privacy, the implementation of the proposed masquerader detec-
tion mechanism needs to ensure that all the personal information collected and
stored in the user profile is used for masquerader detection purposes only and
cannot be used for other purposes (e.g. retrieved by a masquerader). User accep-
tance tests need to be conducted, in order to find out whether the users would
tolerate, in practice, the false rejection errors triggered by the implementation.
Finally, when implementing the proposed mobile-masquerader detection mech-
anism, the portability of the mechanism across different terminals needs to be
provided. This is especially important if the expected lifetime of the mechanism
exceeds the average lifetime of mobile terminals, and therefore the mechanism
needs to be easily transferable to a newer version of the terminal when it becomes
available.
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